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That which endures

A meditation on the eternal, this trinity knot
interweaves with a circle of marcasite, for a more
complex contemplation of love, truth and all
that endures through time. Sterling silver on 18"
chain. Ireland.
J20562 Encircled Trinity Knot Pendant $75
J10338 Encircled Trinity Knot Earrings $95

actual size

NEW! A Heart-

warming drama

Over
140 NEW
Items!

Wrap yourself in luxurious
warmth with updated style and
dramatic yet subdued color.
Super-soft merino wool drapes
beautifully in this forest-green
poncho, with the flourish of a
distinctive side-button collar,
and lattice knit for simple
but striking texture.
Approx. 26" long at
point. 100% supersoft merino wool;
hand wash. Sizes
S/M, M/L. Made
in Ireland.
A10041
Lattice-Knit
Poncho
$
140

NEW! Woodland Contentment

64

Deep in a quiet part of the woods, the animals settle to sleep—beneath
the sheltering trees, they blissfully dream. Bring a bit of woodland
contentment to your couch or bed with these felted-wool pillows. Fox is
approx. 15" across, 12" high at tips of ears; fawn is 18" across from ear
to tail, 13½" high. Hand made in Nepal, each will vary slightly. Fair Trade.
100% natural wool; non-toxic dyes. Not for children under the age of 3.
D50057 Fox Felted Pillow $55 | D50058 Felted Fawn Pillow $55
SAVE $10! Buy two or more for $50 each

Highland Stag & Scottish Thistle
Shot Glasses, p. 35

Chime of Contentment

Welcome to
gaelsong

EXCLUSIVE! When you are truly at home, your
heart sounds a gentle chime of contentment. This
windchime with textured metal heart and glass beads
in warm reds sounds a dulcet tone on a nana bell
with wooden clapper. 19” long.
D40069 Heart Chime $24

As the sun enters deepest winter, age-old customs invoke
a return of light and life. Many are familiar as Christmas
traditions—candles, Yule logs and strings of lights;
evergreen fir boughs, holly and ivy. Together, we celebrate
our hopes for renewal and rebirth.
At GaelSong, we gather gifts made all over the world that
reflect appreciation for nature and traditional crafts. We
hope to bring beauty, inspiration and joy to you and those
—Colleen Connell, Founder
you love. 		

NEW!

Special
Delivery

Like a figurehead
on a sailing ship, a leaping reindeer graces the front of this sleigh,
a reminder of Santa's voyage around the world. Fill this sleigh with
little packages or ornaments to celebrate the season of giving. 15"
long, 9½" high. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D60007 Reindeer Sleigh $55

NEW! thinking outside

the box

The simple design of this top takes
on depth with marled yarns in colors
inspired by the Irish countryside.
A straightforward rectangle that
drapes beautifully, the top
is highlighted by knit-in
horizontal bands
and handwarmer
pockets. Made to
be worn over a
tee. Approx. 24"
long. Wool/acrylic/
silk/nylon; hand
wash. Handmade in
Ireland, in a project
uniting members
of the settled
community and
Travellers.
One size. In
Evergreen or
Lilac Grey.
B20205
Travellers’
Top $95

actual size

Legend of
the forest

Evergreen

winter’s
festive green

Lilac Grey

Fireglow

EXCLUSIVE! Like flickering candlelight, faceted wine-red garnets glow
warmly with shining gold. Necklet combines petite garnet briolettes
with tiny faceted gold-plated nuggets; pendant and earrings
each feature a trio of garnets. Wear the necklaces
separately, or layered together as one harmonious
piece. Necklet with beads adjusts 17-19"; trio
pendant on 18" chain. Gold vermeil chain,
clasp, and earwires. Handmade in
USA by Lynn Olander.

NEW! Nature’s Gift of Color

The brilliant leaves of autumn are nature’s gift of vivid color before
the dark of winter. Flowers and leaves in the warm colors of fall drift
against black in this luxurious sweater. Tunic-length open-front sweater
features collar with geometric design, curved front for beautiful drape,
no fasteners. Approx. 35" long. 100% alpaca wool, for unparalleled
soft comfort. Hand wash. Sizes S-XL. Made in Peru; fair trade.
A20188 Autumn Leaves Alpaca Sweater $295
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EXCLUSIVE! Away in the enchanted forest, where
the sunlight glows green through the trees,
stands a mystic tower... Deep emeraldgreen Swarovski crystals and detailed
brass filigree give this pendant the air of
legend. Pendant on adjustable 16-18" chain;
coordinating lever-back earrings.Handmade in
USA by Anne Koplik. Shown in Emerald Green; also
available in Ruby Red or Sapphire Blue crystals.
J10632 Enchanted Crystal Earrings $14
J20914 Enchanted Crystal Pendant $42

Green is easy in summer,
when the world is lush with
leaf and vine, but as a chill
nips the air, green becomes
precious. Brighten winter
festivities with glorious green
in this festive dress. Vivid
emerald is slightly tamed by
the black netting overlayer;
enlivened with embroidered
leaves and vines heralding
the promise of verdant
days ahead. Dress is soft,
beautifully-draping viscose
rayon jersey knit, with
black nylon net overlayer.
Hand wash. 40" long,
sizes S-XL, 1X, 2X,
3X. Imported. Also
available in Romantic
Red or Royal Blue.
A50026 Festive
Dress $98

Earrings shown
actual size

NEW! Good News!

To a flourish of trumpets, a herald enters the queen’s court with
important tidings. Capture attention without trumpets in this tunic
with an air of legendary times. Lace inserts highlight the loose-fitting
drape, romantic bell sleeves bring a fanciful touch. In soft mid-weight
knit of pine green. Approx. 25" long. Imported. Viscose/acrylic with a
hint of spandex; hand wash or dry clean. Sizes XS-XXL.
A60342 Green Bell-Sleeved Tunic $65

gaelsong.com

J10433 Garnet Trio Earrings $67
J20666 Garnet Briolette
Necklet $95
J20667 Garnet Trio Pendant $70
SAVE 10%! When you buy
		
two or more pieces

1.800.205.5790

Romantic
Red

This collection is also
available in Emerald.

Emerald Green
Royal Blue
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Killarney Hat
Moss

The Killarney Hat will ward
off winter chills for years to
come. Knit by hand in County
Cork, Ireland; pure new wool.
One size fits most. In Moss,
Mulberry, Indigo, or Ivory.
B10040 K
 illarney Hand-Knit
Hat $80

Moss

Mulberry

Indigo

Ivory

WHeEL OF THE YEAR
The wheel of the year turns through the winter solstice, and now
spins toward the light. The change is imperceptible at first, but the
light gradually returns—each day, a little more sun chases away
the night. We celebrate a new year and the promise of bright days
ahead.

NEW! Vine, Fruit and Sun

EXCLUSIVE! Through the summer, the sun-kissed leaves drink in
the light, storing the sun’s warmth in ripening fruit. Celebrate vine,
fruit and sun with gems and gold. Framed in gold, drops of faceted
labradorite glow with an inner flicker, radiant freshwater pearls gleam in
a rich shade of merlot, all on a chain of gleaming 14k gold fill,
accented with 24k gold vermeil beads. Natural gems will
vary. Necklace is 17" long. Handcrafted in USA.
J10668 Gold and Merlot Pearl Earrings $30
J20959 Labradorite and Merlot Pearl Necklace $120

NEW! Power of the Sun

NEW! Woodland Tapestry

In a style reminiscent of medieval tapestries,
this portrait of a deer is depicted in the
woodlands, surrounded by flowers and leaves.
Locket, adorned with a purple-red crystal,
holds two pictures. Brass plated;
chain adjusts 16-18"
J20455 Deer Locket $32

actual size

The winter solstice marks the return of the unconquerable sun, the
summer solstice its pinnacle. A trinity knot in the fiery colors of the
sun—warm copper, shining bronze, silvery-white—speaks to the
eternal power of the light. Gleaming bands of bronze-edged copper
finish this dramatic torc necklace. Approx. 18" around overall.
J21049 Trinity Knot Torc $72

actual size

WHEEL OF THE YEAR

The Celts did not measure the passing of time with a calendar. Their sense of
the year was circular, marked at the quarters and cross-quarters by seasonal
festivals. This beautifully detailed plaque by Maxine Miller depicts the cycles
of nature in plant forms arrayed around spokes denoting the festivals. Resin
plaque has eight hangers on the back, so you can turn it as the year turns.
10½" diameter. In Wood-tone, as shown, or Dark Bronze (see gaelsong.com)
D23020 Wheel of the Year Plaque $60

actual size

NEW! Celebration
actual size

NEW! To Be One

With the Forest

The stag runs on hidden paths
through the forest, learning
its every tree. Here, a mystical
stag truly becomes one with
the trees, proudly displaying
branch-like antlers bearing
leaves. Hefty brass figure
stands 22" high, 14½" wide.
Gift wrap and rush delivery
are not available.
D21132 Stag with Leafy
Antlers $185
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sparkling
snowflakes

The crystalline beauty of
a sparkling snowflake
carries in its heart a trinity
knot, a statement of the
balance and harmony of the seasons.
Silver-tone jewelry glimmers with an
array of crystals. Pendant on 17" chain.
J10422 Trinity Knot Snowflake
Earrings $22
J20644 Trinity Knot Snowflake
Pendant $25
J60067 Trinity Knot Snowflake
Brooch $22

gaelsong.com

A festive garland of trinity knots makes for
a sparkling celebration any time. Ribbons
of sterling silver knotwork filigree get an
unexpected twist in this lighthearted jewelry.
Necklet 18" long. Gift-boxed. Ireland.
J10724 Twisty Celtic Knot Earrings $65
J21047 Twisty Celtic Knot Necklet $80
SAVE $10! Buy both for $135

NEW! Rippling Waves
EXCLUSIVE! A midnight walk at
the water's edge, waves
rippling in the moonlight.
Wrap yourself in a
magical vison with
this fanciful knit
topper in dusty teal.
Ripple upon ripple
defines the cuffs and
full-length shawl
collar; princess
seams make for a
smooth, shaped
fit. 33" long.
Imported. Stretchy
mid-weight
cotton/spandex;
machine wash,
line dry. Sizes
XS-XXL.
A40141 RippleEdged Topper $135

NEW! At Your Fingertips

Stay warm in elegant style. Sleek gloves feature a
folded-cuff effect and Celtic-knotwork button on the
wrist. Fleece-lined knit with faux-suede back, stretches
to fit most hands. Touchscreen fingertip patch on
thumb and index finger. In Black, Grey and Navy.
B10119 Celtic Button Gloves $32

1.800.205.5790

Grey
Black
Navy Blue
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Spirit of Ireland

leaves of green

Green leaves, waving and
rustling in the breeze, beckon you
to celebrate the sunlight.

irish sunbeam
go to town!

Bold plaid moves beyond classic
tailoring, kicking up the style
with this playful hat and bag.
Go to town in the jaunty riding
cap, accented with a leatherette
flower. Satin-lined wool; one
size.
Toss your necessities in the
matching plaid bag, ready to
go with a zip closure under the
toggle flap. Satin lined, one
interior pocket. 9"x 2½" x 8" high.
Shoulder strap expands to 50".
Ireland.
B10101 Plaid Cap with
Leatherette Flower $70
B40053 Plaid Purse $98

your piece of ireland

actual size

Your own private Ireland—a cabochon of Connemara
marble from western Ireland, here nestled between
two trinity knots. Sterling silver. Each stone will have
unique coloring. Sizes 5-10. Ireland.
J70012 Connemara Marble Ring $72

NEW! Shining

Harmony

A shining silver claddagh swings
from a trinity knot—combining
eternal harmony with love, loyalty
and friendship, for a beautiful
symbol of connection. Sterling
silver; pendant on 18" chain.
Ireland.
J10719 Trinity Knot Claddagh
Earrings $60
J21044 Trinity Knot Claddagh
Pendant $55
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actual size

EXCLUSIVE! Sunbeams shine through
the soft Irish mist—droplets sparkle on
leaves, and a rainbow glows in the distance.
Green enameled shamrock is trimmed
with twinkling emerald-green Swarovski
crystals; a rainbow crystal glows in the
center. Antiqued brass chain adjusts 16-18".
Handmade in USA by Anne Koplik.
J20911 Enameled Shamrock Pendant $24

Silky-soft jacquard scarf in meadow
green. (See more color options at
gaelsong.com.) Acrylic; dry clean.
12" x 68". Made in France.
B30690 Celtic Colorways
Scarf $40

NEW! Always

Springtime

actual size

a welcome etched in stone

Welcome your guests in timeless style. “Failte”
(“Welcome” in Irish Gaelic), hand-carved and
gilded on slate, is spelled out in Ogham, the first
writing of the Celts. Handmade in Ireland from
centuries-old cottage roof slates, these plaques
are natural stone and each will be unique. Wood
backing with hanging loop to protect your
walls. Approximately 11" high. Also available in
“Slainte” (“To Your Health”) and “Gra” (“Love”).
D22068 Slate Ogham Wall Plaque $55

traveling
tweed

The understated refinement
of dark green herringbone
tweed will take you anywhere.
Long, tailored vest offers
a contemporary take an
a classic—lapel collar
accentuates the sleek lines,
with no fasteners; two sideseam pockets. Satin lining
features an antique-map print,
for an old-world touch. 28"
long. Wool/polyester blend;
dry clean. Ladies’ sizes 6-14.
Sizes run small; please order
one size up. Ireland.
A40111 Tweed Vest $170

Enjoy a view of spring
all year ’round. Colorful
butterflies alight on green
shamrocks in this stained
glass window; textured
clear glass lets light shine
through. 12" x 16". Chain
included. Rush delivery
not available.
D90111 Shamrocks
and Butterflies
Window $135

effortless
elegance

The ruffled white top
features four airy tiers that
waft and wave. Luxurious,
lightweight Cupro rayon;
machine washable. Made in
USA. Sizes S-XXL.
A60072 Four-Tiered
Top $125

J60069 Copper
Maple Leaf Pin $27

In winter, even the thought
of green is warming.
Wrap yourself in dreamy
warmth—heavenly
soft lambswool ruana
drapes easily over your
shoulders, flowing in
effortless elegance.
In muted tones of
pine, loden and
spring green.
54" x 72".
Lightweight
lambswool/
nylon; dry
clean. Also
available in Purple,
Teal, Black or Red.
Made in Ireland.
A10005 Lambswool
Ruana $175

Purple

Emerald
Plaid
Black

gaelsong.com

Red

1.800.205.5790

Cayenne

Rose Red

Turquoise

Black

Essential Celtic Belt

Teal

actual size

Swirling skirt with cascading tiers of ruffled green
begs you to dance under
the trees. Fold-over waist
hugs you comfortably, the
full skirt lets you move freely.
Lightweight 100% rayon, lined;
hand wash. 40" long. Sizes S/M,
M/L, L/XL. Imported. In Emerald
Green, Cayenne, Rose Red,
Turquoise or Black.
A50002 Flamenco
Skirt $98

A sturdy but comfortable essential—something to
reach for every day, knowing it will be right. This
subtly elegant belt, enlivened
with eternal knots and with
a simple, classic buckle, is
just such a wardrobe staple.
1½" wide. Waist size: S (2830"), M (32-34"), L (36-38"),
XL (40-42"), XXL (44-46").
Handmade in black or brown
leather in County Cork, Ireland.
B20030 Celtic Knotwork Belt $69

gaelsong.com 7

NEW! Comfort

and Delight

Ah, the simple delight of
a warm sweater on a crisp
morning, as comforting as
fresh-baked bread. Head
for a stroll under autumn
skies or by the misty shore,
snug in this delightfully
soft cardigan. Extra
length keeps you
warmer, collar lies flat
or can be turned up
and buttoned, two
pockets. Approx. 30"
long. 100% supersoft merino wool,
specially crafted for
maximum comfort;
hand wash. Sizes
XS-XXL. Made in
Ireland. In Mint,
Cream or Dark Grey.
A20168 Super-Soft
Long Cardigan $179

This curious-looking pendant actually
tells the most basic part of your story—
your name. One side is in Ogham, the
writing of the ancient Celts; the other,
in simple English. (Note—Ogham
reads bottom to top.) Sterling silver or
10k gold; on 18" chain. Can fit up to 10
letters. Special order; allow 4-6 weeks.
Not returnable. Made in Ireland.
J20646 Personalized Ogham Pendant,
in Sterling Silver $179
in 10k Gold $749
actual size

Dark Grey

Nocturnal Magic

On a clear winter night, moonlight
sparkles on the snow, and
illuminates owls watching the
nocturnal forest. Evoke moonlight
magic with these fluffy white owls;
feathers and faux down dusted
with glitter. Figures stand on their
own, or their feet are wired to grip
a tree branch. 5½" high, set of two.
D21127 Pair of White Owls $28

bridget’s Cross

the one
beside you

It doesn’t matter where
you go in life…what you
do…or how much you
have…it’s who you have
beside you.
—Anniversary Blessing
Wise perspective, for an
anniversary, wedding
or any celebration of
togetherness. Print of
an original illumination
by artist Kevin Dillon,
in the style of medieval
manuscripts. Gilded-vine
frame has easel back
and hanger, 9" x 11". Also
available as a matted print, unframed (see gaelsong.com). Made in USA.
D10103 Who You Have Beside You Print, Gilded Frame $49
D10099 Who You Have Beside You Print, Matted $28
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Garden

Meadow

Autumn Woods

actual size

Bridget, both the saint and her pre-Christian
predecessor, is protector of the hearth. Irish women
would weave a Bridget’s cross of grassy rushes
to hang over the door to bring good fortune. This
unusual binding-knot Bridget’s cross of sterling silver
is made in Ireland by Martina Hamilton. On 18" chain.
J30011 Bridget’s Cross $72

House Warming
NEW! Love in All

Directions

Knotwork hearts form a star, a
message of love flowing and returning
in all directions—the unity of family
and community. Sterling silver;
pendant on 18" chain.
J10643 Heart Knot Earrings $55
J20949 Heart Knot Pendant $45
SAVE $20! Buy both for $80!

Show the world your verve and assurance,
while being true to your warm, soft heart. This sweater
turns cable knit around—wide collar frames your face,
lightly-fitted waist flares out for a flattering, feminine
fit. One-button closure. 25" long.
100% merino wool in marled
soft grey; hand wash. Sizes
S-XL. Ireland.
A20062 Wrap-Peplum
Cardigan $140

NEW!

As the boat heads toward the
islands, the mist over the water
turns the hills to a blur of color
and shadow. Stay warm with
this soft scarf inspired by the
misty colors of the islands of
Ireland: sky blue, dusty purple,
grass green, navy blue. Soft
merino wool, strengthened with
polyamide and further softened
with cashmere, is loomed in
Ireland. 9" x 64". Shown in
Island; also available in Garden,
Meadow or Autumn Woods.
B30057 Irish Islands Scarf $60

Island

grace under pressure

What should you carry
with you? Peace, patience,
kindness and goodness are
always welcome. Proclaim
your thoughtful cargo with
this shoulder bag made from
re-purposed military canvas
tents and trimmed with
distressed leather. Zip closure,
lined interior includes one zip
pocket. Zip pocket on back and
flap pocket on front help sort
your gear. 12" high, 9" wide, 3½" deep. Strap adjusts 26"-50".
B40033 Peace & Patience Shoulder Bag $55

island mist

Mint

Cream

carry on with
kindness

What’s Your Name?

actual size

gaelsong.com

“Peace to this House”—a simple wish,
always appropriate. May all be well
where your loved ones gather. Place
this room blessing anywhere you
would like a special reminder. Pewter
blessing can be attached to a wall or
doorpost; curved shape allows you to
put a small prayer scroll or note in the
back. 4½" high, comes in a gift box.
Solid pewter. Made in USA.
D23870 House Blessing $35

1.800.205.5790

eternal
links

EXCLUSIVE!
We are all links
in an enduring
chain,
connected to
family, friends
and community.
The strong links of this
cable-like chain are connected
by eternal knots, a reminder of our unbroken connections.
Substantial sterling silver bracelet features hinged connections
and a unique clasp. Available in a range of lengths: 7", 7½", 8",
8½", 9", 9½". Designed by Keith Jack.
J50041 Dragon-Weave Bracelet with Celtic Clasp $350
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NEW! Unending Good Fortune

In Celtic lands, the horseshoe has long
been considered lucky. This
knotwork plaque is formed
from three horseshoe
shapes intertwined with
a trinity knot—a wish for
un-ending good fortune.
Hand-carved mahogany
plaque is finished with
hand-buffed wax; each
will vary in woodgrain
coloration. Approx.
11½" across.
D20047 Knotwork Horseshoe
Wood Plaque $100

NEW! Warm Welcome

The Delightful Feast

EXCLUSIVE! The Garden of Delight offers a bountiful feast. Enliven
your dining with rich tapestry-woven runner and placemats, sumptuous
with birds, blossoms and tree in full bloom.
Inspired by the masterwork of William
Morris, a founder of the Arts
and Crafts movement. Cotton/
poly runner is 90" long x 12¼"
wide; placemats are 17¼" x 12½".
Machine-washable. Made in USA.
See throw and wallhanging at
gaelsong.com.
D80010 Garden of Delight
Runner $48
D80020 Garden of Delight
Placemats, set of 4 $32
D50570 Garden of Delight Throw $60
D50570 Garden of Delight Wallhanging 38" x 56" $130 | 56" x 80" $240

Wrap yourself in the warmth of
Ireland. On the beach or on the
sofa, this throw of super-soft
merino wool in traditional Aran knit
surrounds you with the cozy comfort
of an Irish welcome. 42" x 64". 100%
merino wool; hand wash or dry
clean. Made in Ireland. In Cream
or Ocean Grey.
D50061 Super-soft Merino
Throw $140

colm de RÍs Pottery

From the artisan studio of potter Colm de Rís comes this extraordinary hand-thrown and hand-built tableware. Luminous glaze in the deep blues, purples, and
umbers of twilight, highlighted with touches of scarlet, melds with delightfully unexpected shapes, finely crafted, to transform your table into a work of art.
Plates swirl to a central spiral, while the mug sports a handle curved to a spiral at the base. Curved bowl features a distinctive botanically-inspired shape; round
bowl has a wide rim. The square dish adds modern geometry to your place setting; it can also be hung as a wall decoration. Fill the pitcher with your favorite
beverage, use to hold flowers, or just admire its artistic form. Salt and pepper set adds the finishing touch to your table. Teapot features a dramatically-swooped
handle, echoed by the loop atop the lid. Each piece shows off the triskele medallion and is individually thrown and glazed; expect noticeable variation. Oven,
microwave and dishwasher safe. Handmade in Dublin, Ireland. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available.
D65009 Side Plate (7¾") $35
D65011 Dinner Plate (10¼") $48
D65015 Curved Bowl (7" diameter, 16 oz) $48
D63007 Curved Mug (4½" tall, 12 oz) $36

Cream

D62811 SAVE $100! Buy 16-piece set (4 place settings)
regularly $668;
SPECIAL PRICE $568 (plus $20 delivery surcharge)
D68011 Round Bowl (8½" diameter, 18 oz) $75
D68013 Square Dish (9½" across, 10 oz) $60
D68014 Pitcher (9½" high, 74 oz) $75
D68018 Salt and Pepper Shaker Set $48

Ocean Grey

when the cat's asleep...

D62790 Swirl Sugar Bowl $55 (see gaelsong.com)
D62800 Artisan Teapot $195

Tea Time
A visitor to a Celtic home will always be
invited to stay for a pot of tea, and to talk. The
most welcome has a wealth of stories—or is an
appreciative listener. When the teapot finally runs
dry, there’s still time for one more tale!

NEW! Fill Your Bowl

Shhh! A tired-out kitten naps on pile of books. The
mouse atop the stack knows a secret—the book lifts to
reveal a tiny box. Hand-painted resin. 3½" long,
1¼" high.
D24053 Napping Kitten Box $14

Cheerful porcelain bowls colorfully decorated
inside and out with Celtic artwork. Larger bowls are
5¼" across at top, 2½" high; smaller are 4¼" across
top, 2¼" high. Dishwasher safe.
Sold individually or in sets of
three designs, assorted as
shown.

Detail of tiny box

large

small

D60009 Set of 3 Small
Bowls, 3 designs $27

gaelsong.com
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D60009

D60010

D60011

D60014 Celtic Cross and Knotwork Bowl, 5¼" 14
D60015 Knotwork and Shamrock Bowl, 5¼" $14
D60016 Cead Mile Failte and Spirals Bowl, 5¼" $14
D60009 Claddagh Ring Bowl, 4¼" $10
D60010 Harp and Knotwork Bowl, 4¼" $10
D60011 “Land of Welcomes” Bowl, 4¼" $10
$

D60010 Set of 3 Large
Bowls, 3 designs $40
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Artisan Teapot

D60014
D60015

D60016
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NEW! Sailing the

NEW! Bonfire of the Sun
actual size

embrace
the world

An open heart, ready
to embrace the world.
Graceful strands of silver
reach out and clasp each
other, forming the shape
of a heart. Sterling silver;
pendant on 20" chain.
J10175 Silver Filigree
Heart Earrings $35
J20115 Silver Filigree
Heart Pendant $45

actual size

The Celts marked many festivals of the sun with great
bonfires—to celebrate the sun’s return in spring
and summer, and to invoke its light and power
in fall and winter. Entire towns would celebrate
and dance at the fire, hilltop blazes visible from
one town to the next. This pendant invokes the
mysterious power of the bonfire—a stylized silver
flame, with cutouts revealing golden sun-like interior.
Rounded pendant of two joined pieces hangs freely
on its chain, wavering and dancing like a flickering
fire. Sterling silver with inlaid brass interior, on 18"
chain. Designed in Northern Ireland by Una O’Boyle.
J20978 Bonfire Pendant $110

quiet ardor

EXCLUSIVE! A serene
exterior can disguise a quiet
ardor burning within. Sleek
golden drops contain a flame
of passion-red garnets. 18k
gold-plated earrings.
J10585 Three-Garnet Flame
Earrings $35

BRIGID OF THE FLAME
NEW! symphony in

scarlet

A symphony of pattern and
color, comfort and style. Red
with black scrolling vines
and panels, or black with
scarlet—this soft alpacawool sweater is fully
reversible. Patterned
in front, back and
sleeves. Solid-color
sides add vertical
lines; patterned
godet adds swing.
Approx. 28" long.
Alpaca/acrylic; hand
wash. Sizes S-XL.
Handmade in Peru;
fair trade. Also in
Iris Blue.
A20186 Reversible
Symphony
Sweater $230

Brigid, Celtic goddess of the hearth,
poet, midwife and blacksmith—tends
the cauldron of creativity. Here she
holds a flame of inspiration. Bronzefinished statue with hand-painted
highlights. 10" high.
D21005 Brigid Statue $75

dark delights

Iris Blue
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transport yourself

Tall, dark and beyond handsome,
these boots dazzle with an ornate
constellation of black crystals
sparkling on the charcoal-grey
suede. Knee-high synthetic suede
boots have zipper closure and
elasticized gusset for easy movement,
rubber sole for traction, and 1¼"
heel. In Charcoal Grey or Jet Black.
European (U.S.) sizes: 36
(5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38
(7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9),
41 (9½-10). Gift wrap and
rush delivery not available.
B90075 Bejeweled Boot $100

Charcoal

Scarlet

actual size

Golden ropes like ship’s rigging,
holding fast and true, twine among
a silver eternal heart knot—a
statement of endless love as you
sail through life. Sterling silver and
10k gold plate. Pendant on 17"
chain. Handmade in Ireland.
J10647 Hold Fast Earrings $95
J20973 Hold Fast Pendant $90
SAVE $20! Buy both for $165!

EXCLUSIVE! Drift in a dreamscape of
poetic imagination—tall flowers and
meadow grasses floating against
an ethereal night sky. Enchanting
mesh top captivates with floral
embroidery and romantic bell
sleeves. Black tank included.
Imported. Polyester; hand
wash. Sizes S-XL.
A60254 Embroidered
Bell-Sleeved
Top $80

actual size

A horseback ride through winter-white woods leads to a magnificent
lodge, fireplaces already ablaze. This elegant jacket—trimmed with high
collar, princess seaming accented with knit cables, and faux-leather
toggles—will transport your spirit while
warming you. Boiled wool, soft but
with greater density, keeps you
warmer than heavier fabric.
100% wool; dry clean.
S-XXL. Imported. In
Natural.
A40066 Elegant
Wool Toggle
Jacket $165

Emerald
Green

Rose Red

Cayenne

Black

Unabashedly Romantic

Red rose—the symbol of ardent love. Tiers of red, ruffled like rose petals,
cascade in this swirling skirt that begs you to dance. Fold-over waist hugs
you comfortably; the full skirt lets you move freely. Lightweight rayon,
lined. 40" long. Hand wash. Imported. Sizes S/M, M/L, L/XL. Shown in
Rose Red; also available in Emerald Green, Cayenne or Black.
A50002 Flamenco Skirt $98

Jet Black

gaelsong.com

Sea of Life

the Poet’s dream

1.800.205.5790
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Masterpieces of Medieval Art

actual size

Medieval monks labored long into the night, illustrating manuscripts by candlelight.
There, in the flickering glow, intricate knotwork took shape, sometimes twining fantastical
beasts or human figures. Glowing with vivid colors and touches of gilding, all are
interconnected; the illuminations shine as an enduring meditation
on the connection of the worldly and the divine.

spirit of
connemara

From the windswept peninsula of
Connemara comes marble in
the varied greens of the Irish
landscape. A silver ring of Celtic
knotwork encircles a cabochon of Connemara
marble in this salute to the spirit of Eire. Sterling
silver; pendant on 18" chain.
J10559 Connemara Marble Earrings $75
J20713 Connemara Marble Pendant $95

actual size

ETERNALLY
ENTWINED

EXCLUSIVE! Cranes pair for
life, performing an intricate
mating dance to find the right
partner. Zoomorphic eternal
knotwork entwines a duo of
cranes in the style of medieval
illumination. Sterling silver.
J10339 Cranes Knotwork
Earrings $29

NEW! Dramatically

Different

An artisan original crafted
in Edinburgh Scotland, this
poncho with knitted-in
striping and knotwork
trim is inspired by the
decorative flourishes in
illuminated manuscripts.
Cowl neckline frames
your face and adds
warmth. 39" to point.
Subtly flecked merino
wool; hand wash.
Handcrafted in
Scotland. In Greystone
or Pine.
A10036 Edinburgh
Poncho $195
Greystone

elegant
slipcase

Collector’s Book of Kells

Experience the magnificence and wonder of the Book of Kells more fully than ever before. The 9th century Book of Kells is a revered symbol of Irish
culture, the finest example of Irish illuminated manuscript. Newly-photographed images from the Book of Kells are produced with unprecedented clarity
and depth, with 50 full-page reproductions and 200 more color illustrations, revealing the intricacy of elements barely visible to the naked eye. The text
includes detailed examination and explanation of symbols, and a scientific and historic look at the creation of this masterwork. Hardcover book, 256
pages, 12⅞" x 10"; with elegant protective slipcase. Rush delivery not available.
M10004 Hardcover Slipcased Book of Kells $95

Pine

NEW! In the Name of Stillness
Irish harpist Aine Minogue creates a space for
contemplative intention and a deepening of the
spiritual experience. In this album of ethereal
music, she invites us to find the stillness that
brings peace and clarity of mind. Ten tracks (see
gaelsong.com for listing)
M40003 In the Name of Stillness CD $21

actual size

A Window to the Soul

EXCLUSIVE! Window to the Soul jewelry
reflects the shining infinite spirit inside you.
On the exterior, an unending double ring of
silver eternal knotwork. The interior reveals
the heart of gold shining through. Sterling
silver gilded with 22k gold; gift-boxed.
Pendant on 18" chain. Designed by Keith Jack.
J10048 Window to the Soul Earrings $110
J20078 Window to the Soul Necklace $210
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Forever

The endless blending of past, present and future—
entwined eternal knots speak of the union of souls
’til the end of time. Gold bands edge elegant
openwork silver knots on this extraordinary
ring designed by Keith Jack. Sterling
silver and 10k gold rings in whole and
half sizes 5-15. Made in Canada.
J74001 Two-Tone Eternal Knot Ring $330

Trinity Knot Lamp

actual size

gaelsong.com

Reminiscent of the highly prized Tiffany lamps of the late 19th
century, this is a classic with a Celtic twist. Leaded glass knots in vivid
shades of blue and deep violet glow against an ivory background,
all atop a decorative bronze-finished metal base. Ideal size for foyer,
desk or bedside, lamp measures 18" in height. Gift wrap and rush
delivery not available.
D30450 Trinity Knot Lamp $140

1.800.205.5790

actual size

That which endures

A meditation on the eternal, this trinity knot interweaves with a
circle of marcasite, for a more complex contemplation of love,
truth and all that endures through time. Sterling silver pendant
on 18" chain; coordinating earrings Ireland.
J20562 Encircled Trinity Knot Pendant $75
J10338 Encircled Trinity Knot Earrings $95
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At the Winter Castle

luminous promise

actual size

A shining, winding path leading to a radiant
promise—a length of silver knotwork
finds its way to a shimmering pearl in
this luminous jewelry. Sterling silver and
freshwater pearl. Earrings with lever backs;
pendant on 18" chain. Ireland.
J10368 Knotwork and Pearl Earrings $65
J20642 Knotwork and Pearl Pendant $60

NEW! Go for Baroque

Be the envy of the Sun King. The glory of
this jacquard paisley with subtle silvery
luster recalls the magnificence of
Baroque style, here realized in
a stretch brocade of luxurious
comfort undreamt-of in
centuries past. Swingy jacket
is lined in black, with lettucestitched edging for a rippling
effect; flared back and
high-low hem add the final
flourish. 32" at longest.
Poly/lycra; machine wash.
Sizes XS-XXL. Imported.
A60332 Baroque
Paisley Swing
Jacket $110

back

Day
Night

NEW! By the Light

of the Stars

NEW!
actual size

The fascination of the night sky—
brilliance of stars, delicate traces of the
Milky Way, the steady North Star, and
the infinite imaginings of space—informs
this jewelry. A filigree of trinity knots
forms a quatrefoil, edged with umbercolored zirconia and topped with a starry
compass of clear zirconia. Pendant
reverses to the brilliance of sunlight
sparkling on water. Sterling silver;
pendant on 18" chain. By Keith Jack.
J10715 Night & Day Earrings $245
J21026 Night & Day Pendant $215

i remember you

Charcoal

NEW! Winter Royalty

Feel instantly regal when braving the cold—fur-timmed gloves give you such a
royal air, you may even find yourself giving a queenly wave. Knit gloves stretch
to fit a variety of hands, feature touchscreen fingertip on thumb and index
finger. Faux-fur cuff fits wrists up to 8½". Polyester/cotton. In Wine or Charcoal.
B10115 Gloves with Fur Trim $15

actual size

EXCLUSIVE! In the Age of Vikings, runic
carvings were used for short important
messages. One such note discovered in Norway
translates as “Remember me, I remember you/
Love me, I love you.” This timeless message
of love even across a distance is reproduced
here on a circular pendant. Sterling silver with
oxidized finish, on 18" chain. By Keith Jack.
J20595 I Remember You Runic Pendant $110

Chrysanthemums
Blooming as the summer light
turns to autumn, sun-like
chrysanthemums are said
to bring joy and optimism
to those who wear them.
Brighten your outlook with
this burnout devoré velvet
tunic dress. Bold flowers
bloom in black with a kiss
of white frost against a
dusty-mauve background.
Swingy tunic features
empire waist and bell
sleeves. Bodice and
skirt have black knit
underlayer. 34" long.
Imported. Nylon/
poly; hand wash.
Sizes XS-XL, XXL.
A60339
Frost-Kissed
Devoré Velvet Tunic $135

actual size

Inspired by a romantic era of tea dances, these boots bring a whisper of
gentility to your hectic modern life. Ankle boots of velvety vegan suede
captivate with a vamp of knotted bands, brass back zipper, suede-covered
heel. Traction sole and memory-foam comfort insole keep you moving.
Whole and half sizes 6-10, 11.
B70009 Knotted-Vamp Ankle Boots $149

gaelsong.com

Fill your room with rainbows! On a sunny day, the clear beveledglass eternal knot will joyously scatter the light. Graceful textured
background sets off the crystal-like clarity of the central knotwork.
11½" x 14"; hanging hardware included. Rush delivery not available.
D91190 Beveled Knot Window $60

actual size

NEW! In the Footsteps of a Romantic Age
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crystal clear

1.800.205.5790

NEW! Dome of Stars

It was once thought that the stars
twinkled on a crystal dome of
the heavens. Here, a dome of
silvery swirls sparkles with tiny
crystals—swing the top piece
away to reveal a magnifying
glass. 24" chain.
J20935 Crystal Dome
Magnifier $21

love is patient

Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not
proud. It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps
no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the
truth. It always protects, always trusts,always hopes, always perseveres...
The immortal verse from the Book of Corinthians is inscribed on a
moebius bracelet—a form with just one side, creating a circle that truly
never ends—a fitting tribute to the lasting power of love. 7¾" around.
Sterling silver. Made in USA.
J50118 Love is Patient Moebius Bracelet $120
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Spirit of Isolde

The romantic spirit of fair
Isolde, princess of Ireland
and beloved of Tristan. A
vision in ruffled white, four
airy tiers waft and wave
with your every move.
Luxurious, lightweight
Cupro rayon; machine
washable. Made in
USA. Sizes S-XXL.
A60072 Tiered 		
Top $125

Whispers of Memories

A whisper, a flower, a promise—shining moments to
remember. Delicate silver filigree jewelry forms a
floral shape with a heart of red garnet,
like the outline of a romantic memory.
Sterling silver; pendant on 18" chain.
Handcrafted in Bali; fair trade.
J10578 Quatrefoil with Garnet
Earrings $40
J20837 Quatrefoil with Garnet
Pendant $50

actual size

women OF THE
SACRED GROVE

EXCLUSIVE! Like a fragment of a lost
legend, Emily Balivet’s artwork offers a
tantalizing glimpse of an imminent event.
Twelve ladies, in a variety of fine gowns,
walk past a wood, a flock of doves swooping
above. Where are the women going? What
is the message of the birds? Tapestry-woven
wallhanging adds an air of the mythic to any
wall. 36" x 25" cotton/poly blend; comes
with hanging rod and hardware. Made
in USA. Gift wrap and rush delivery not
available.
D50630	Women of the
Sacred Grove
Wallhanging $90

NEW! Splendid

Simplicity

NEW! War and Peace

EXCLUSIVE! Looking like chainmail, this necklace actually
blooms with flowers! Shield yourself from the ordinary with
metalwork floral squares, linked together in a contourhugging bib necklace. Silver-plated; adjusts from 13-19" long.
J21007 Floral Chainmail Necklace $60

All admire the noble lady in her
fine silks and rich adornment,
but she herself envies the
country lass in simple,
comfortable garb. Live
the best of both in this
refined top. Regal
silk-blend organza
strewn with floral
bouquets on a
deep-burgundy
background
flows in a
loose fit with
peasant
neckline
and
gathered
sleeves.
Fully lined in stretchy
knit. Viscose/silk; lining is viscose/
elastane. Hand wash. Sizes S-XL. Made in Italy.
A60281 Floral Silk Peasant Top $89

You Are
Loved

actual size

NEW! woodland

royalty

The spirit of the woodlands
takes on regal flourish in this
top. Twining branches in brown
devoré velvet shimmer on black
mesh, floaty bell sleeves and
ruffled hem ripple in a breeze.
Stretch-knit lining in bodice.
Imported. Polyester; hand wash.
Sizes XS-XXL.
A60333 Woodland Devoré
Velvet Top $70

song of the
elements

instantly
magnificent

EXCLUSIVE! A noble lady of yore
would spend hours dressing to greet
the court. Make your outfit instantly
magnificent with this ornate belt.
Leather-like front is embellished
with an intricate botanical design;
stretch black elastic belt goes
over any dress or skirt with
ease. Sizes S-XL; wear at
natural waist.
B20009 Ornate Buckled
Stretchy Belt $32
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A graceful, branching
tree—what keeps it
reaching ever upward,
constantly renewing? In the
heart of this delicate silver pendant
is the message “you are loved”—a
reminder to keep your spirit looking
up. Sterling silver two-part clamshell
pendant, enhanced with the glow of a tiny
garnet bead. Approx. ¾" diameter, on 16"
chain. Handmade in USA.
J20275 You Are Loved Clamshell
Pendant $75

gaelsong.com

Rustling in the wind, the
branches of the Tree of
Life sing a song of the
elements. Handmade
brass Tree of Life
windchime features
five bells sounding
varied notes. 9½"
across, 20" long.
D40023 Tree of Life
Windchime $20

1.800.205.5790

Yours Only Ring

Engraved with a brief sentiment, the poesy ring is
a traditional token of affection or even a wedding
band. This reproduction from an original in the
British Museum is encircled in a delicate pattern
of Celtic knotwork and is inscribed inside with the
medieval message “yovrs onli.” Sterling silver, in
whole and half sizes 5-12. Made in USA.
J75160 Yours Only Ring $55

actual size
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The Tree of Life

Tree of Warmth

Span the seasons! An embossed Tree of Life, speaking to the
cycles of the seasons, adds dimension to the comfort of a cozy
sweatshirt on a cold morning. Heathered forest and moss
green. Cotton/polyester. Machine wash/dry. Embossed and
stonewashed in USA. Sizes S-XL; 2X, 3X.
A30009 Tree of Life Sweatshirt
S-XL $65;
2X, 3X $70

NEW! Down

Country Lanes

Stroll misty country lanes and
village streets in your cozy
sweater, then head inside
to a crackling fire
shared with good
friends—the Irish
way to stay warm.
This sweater will
keep you snug,
with a standup collar and
hood, plus
hand-warmer
pockets.
34" long for
extra warmth,
vented hem. 100%
merino wool; hand
wash. XS-XL. Made in
Ireland. In Pine Green or
Dove Grey.
A20184 Stand-Up Collar
Zip Hoodie $195

actual size

actual size

earth & air

actual size

NEW! Forever Connected

Dove Grey

reverse of
pendants
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The tree of life reaches through time, connecting past and
present. Here the tree is depicted as a never-ending circle of
roots intertwined for strength, with branches reaching ever
outward toward the sun. Golden highlights shine on the tips
of the branches. Sterling silver and 18k gold. Pendant on 18"
chain. Designed by Keith Jack.
J10716 Roots & Branches Earrings $198
J21037 Roots & Branches Pendant $385

actual size

green glimmer

Like a fairy treasure, gossamer arcs of fine silver
filigree meet to hold a gemstone of the ancient
forest—green amber. Sterling silver. Sizes 6-9.
J70048 Green Amber Filigree Ring $28

Leather Journals & Checkbook Covers

NEW! Reaching for the Sun

Spirits of nature inspire these embossed leather accessories. Choose from the majestic
Druid’s Oak, wrapping around the entire cover; Wolf Song, celebrating the allure of the wild;
elaborate knotwork Celtic Hounds, recalling intricate manuscript illumination; or the Tree of
Life, framed with knotwork birds. Exceptional-quality journals in two sizes are
refillable with standard blank-book inserts. Large journals are 6" x 9", small
are 4¾" x 7". Made in USA.

EXCLUSIVE! The leafy tip of a branch reaches
for the sun, leaves unfolding when they meet
the light. A reminder that each new twig adds
to the majesty of the tree. Silver-plated leaves
on extra-long 36" chain. Handmade in Spain.
J20941 New Leaves Necklace $32

actual size

Spring

Branches reaching through the air, roots deep in the earth, the
Tree of Life connects the elements. Graceful cutout branches
define this tree pendant, a sparkling green peridot rooting the
tree. Sterling silver pendant on 18" chain; matching earrings.
J10606 Reaching Branches Earrings $48
J20885 Reaching Branches Pendant $60

Summer

Autumn

Winter

grow deep, stand tall

EXCLUSIVE! Through the seasons, the tree
provides beauty and inspiration. Pendants
depict the tree in each season, each saying
on the reverse “Grow Deep, Stand Tall.”
Specify Spring (Pink), Summer (Green),
Autumn (Orange) or Winter (Lavender). On
18" chain. Handmade in USA.
J20808 Inspirational Tree Pendant $27

Druid's Oak
C14060 Large Journal $95
C14840 Small Journal $75
C14930 Checkbook Cover $50

actual size

Wolf Song
C14044 Large Journal $95
C14802 Small Journal $75
C14067 Checkbook Cover $50

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790

Celtic Hounds
C14002 Large Journal $95
C14801 Small Journal $75
C14068 Checkbook Cover $50

Tree of Life
C14030 Large Journal $95
C14830 Small Journal $75
C14050 Checkbook Cover $50
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inner glow

actual size

NEW! glamour

Cast a spell of beauty in these
elegant, enchanting pieces.
A dramatic array of flowers
adorns the silk-blend top,
floaty organza with doublebell sleeves. Comfortable
knit lining in bodice.
Viscose/silk; lining is
viscose/elastane. Hand
wash or dry clean.
Sizes S-XL. Made in
Italy.
A60282 Olive Floral
Bell-Sleeve
Top $80
Silky, swirly layers
of midnight black
wrap around you like
a glamourous spell in
these elegant pants.
Wide-legged pants with
over-layer panels. 100%
cupro rayon; machine
wash. Sizes XS-XXL.
Made in USA.
A70051 Black Glamour
Pants $145

Iridescent shell glows in many colors behind
filigree studded with sparkling crystals.
Locket pendant with a sprightly tassel holds
two pictures. Chain adjusts 31-34" long.
J20737 Shell Locket with Tassel $27

NEW! From

Tiny Acorns…

The strength of the oak is the
promise of the acorn. Tiny
acorn and oak leaf pin shines
with hope. Sterling silver.
J60057 Oak Leaf
and Acorn Pin $55

Delightfully
unexpected

Different, but
balanced—a
trinity knot pairs
with a drop of
peridot, for an
asymmetrical ring
actual size
that’s delightfully
unexpected. Sterling silver, sizes 5-10.
J70044 Peridot and Knot Ring $28

what the
acorn contains

The humble acorn carries within it the promise
of greatness, the genesis of a majestic oak
tree. This charming pewter acorn is ready to
hold further delight—the cap lifts to offer a tiny
treasure of your choosing. Pewter box-locket on
24" chain. In mixed copper/pewter or all-pewter
finish. Made in USA.
actual size
J20908 Acorn Locket $65

in your element

Walk in the sun, linger by the
water, revel in the wind. Dress
for the elements in lightweight
crinkled cotton gauze,
lettuce edging rippling
in the breeze. Long
layered dress is ideal
for all the elements.
Approx. 50" long.
100% cotton; machine
wash. Imported. Sizes
XS-XL, 1X, 2X. In Slate
Grey, Cobalt, Turquoise
or Aqua.
A50193 Elemental
Gauze Dress $95

shown at 3/4
actual size

Cobalt

Turquoise

Aqua
Slate Grey

Oak, ash & Thorn

EXCLUSIVE! To the Celts, oak, ash
and hawthorn were all sacred
trees; the three combined
had particular magic, often
sheltering fairies. Leaves of oak,
ash and thorn spring from a center of
moonstone, within a trinity knot signifying
balance. Sterling silver. Pendant on 18" satin
cord. Ring sizes 5-12.
J10268 Oak, Ash & Thorn Earrings $35
J20411 Oak, Ash & Thorn Pendant $50
J75064 Oak, Ash & Thorn Ring $35
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NEW! Triple Goddess
actual size

craft & art

NEW! Built to Last

Through the years, what you carry may change, but the need for
a good-looking sturdy tote does not. This fabulous leather tote is
built to last. Slightly flared bag is embossed with a Celtic knot; the
natural undyed leather handles are adorned with knotwork. Open
top, cloth-lined, one interior zip pocket. Vegetable-tanned oiled
leather builds a beautiful patina over time. 14½" high x 15" wide at
top. Handles are 25", with 9¼" drop. Handmade in Ireland.
B40148 Built to Last Leather Tote $320

gaelsong.com

The intricate art and careful craft of an illumination is
reflected in this versatile jacket. Knit-in Celtic knotwork trim
highlights the hem and cuffs. Color-flecked yarns of silk,
linen and cotton bring a rustic yet sophisticated air with
subtle luster. Bias cut for fluid drape with no fasteners—wear
open or with a pin. Cuffs can be folded back to reveal reverse
pattern. Curved hem. 29" long in back. Midweight silk/linen/
cotton; handwash. One size. Handcrafted in Scotland.
A20132 Knotwork Trim Jacket $165

1.800.205.5790

The triple goddess—maiden, mother,
crone—encompasses the stages of a
woman’s life. Here, the three aspects
of the goddess stand before a tree of
life, each with symbolic gifts—flowers
for the maiden, ripe fruit and grain for
the mother, a cauldron of wisdom for
the crone. Phases of the moon mark
the cycles of the years. Finely detailed
bronze-finished statue, hand-tinted. 11"
high. Rush delivery is not available.
D21139 Triple Goddess $79
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Enchantment

After the enchantment, flowers bloomed at her touch…
Twining green vines bloom with mystical purple
blossoms. Sprinkled with sparkling dew-drop crystals,
they entice charming ladybugs and a butterfly. Antiqued
bronze-tone enameled necklet adjusts 17-20". Set
includes coordinating earrings.
J90045 Purple Blossoms Necklet & Earrings $32

NEW! Amazing

The Promise of Green

Drape

The extravagant greens of spring
and summer become precious
in winter. This brooch shines
with enameled leaves of blue
sage and sparkling crystals
of olive and citrus green,
bringing the promise of spring
all year. 1¾" diameter.
J60008 Green Crystals Brooch $21

actual size

nature’s simplicity
Necklet shown
2/3 size

actual size

Earrings shown
actual size

Floral Enchantment

When there’s a chill in the air, enfold yourself in a magical
garden. Lavishly embroidered with a verdant array of
flowers and leaves, this cozy knitted wrap adds a layer of
enchantment to your day. Triangular fringed shawl in dusty
purple yarn is 33" at longest point, 88" across top. Acrylic;
machine wash. Handmade in Peru. Fair Trade.
B30084 Floral Embroidered Shawl $98

warm serenity

better together
It’s better with two! A pair
of bunnies head for an
afternoon’s outing in their
leaf boat. 3½" long.
D21051 Two Bunnies
on a Leaf $16

Elderberry

Autumn Flowers
calm center

EXCLUSIVE! Strength and serenity are invoked by this bracelet.
Double antiqued-silver cables support a bright faceted
amethyst—a stone of calm and centering—held between stylized
lotus blossoms. Toggle clasp adjusts length 7-8".
J50062 Amethyst Lotus Bracelet $165
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EXCLUSIVE! A single leafy stem—a
reminder of the simple beauty of
nature’s forms—twines around this ring.
Tiny flower blooms at the end, a hidden
delight. Tapered comfort-fit ring of
sterling silver, sizes 5-10.
J75001 Rustic Leaf Ring $45

Simple beauty in motion—
leaves of grass waving in
the wind, water rippling in a
stream—inspires this dress of
amazing drape. Long floaty
panels criss-cross over an
underdress with swirling,
pointed-hem full skirt and
elbow-length sleeves. All
have raw unfinished edges
(neckline and cuffs are
sewn). Approx. 54" at
longest point. Imported.
Viscose/spandex jersey;
hand wash. Sizes XSXXL. In Olive.
A50213 Olive Jersey
Layered Dress $95

The flowers of late autumn gladden the heart, a message that beauty
endures. Tiny antiqued brass flowers bloom on these noteworthy
boots, where deep brown suede embossed in swirling botanical
flourishes meets the scalloped edge of the fine leather uppers. 2½"
heel with leather wrap. Side zipper. European (U.S.) sizes: 35 (4½-5),
36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½-11).
B90047 Flower-Button Ankle Boots $140

gaelsong.com

Take a walk in the woods on
a crisp day, enjoying the
timeless serenity of the
trees. Stay cozy in this
exceptional take on
the hoodie—shirred
lining turns the hood
into a graceful collar;
half-moon pocket
openings repeat the
shirred trim. Zip jacket
in soft cotton with a
touch of spandex.
Machine wash.
32" long. Made in
USA. Sizes S-XXL.
In Elderberry, Slate,
Mist, Black or
Greensleeves.
A40021 Half-Moon
Pocket
Hoodie $140

Slate

Happy Feet

Keep your feet warm and cheery, but don’t make them
dress alike! Colorful socks are deliberately mis-matched—
same colors, but in different places. Recycled cotton with
nylon and lycra. Machine wash. Sizes S-XL. See
more colors on gaelsong.com. Made in USA.
A90021 Mixed-Up Socks $24

Mist

Earth
Water

Fire

Air
Earth

Black

1.800.205.5790

Greensleeves
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legendary

NEW! Robin Hood

Robin Hood, Robin of the Green.
Champion of the common people,
this legendary and inspiring figure is
closely associated with the freedom of
the wildwood. At the service of those in
need, he here stands ready with bow and
arrow. Bronze-finished statue with hand-tinted
highlights. 12¼", high 8" wide to point of
arrow. Rush delivery is not available.
D21122 Robin Hood Statue $72

Black
Sheep

Organic Black Sheep Sweater

Exclusive! In western Ireland, sheep still graze the
countryside, herded home by keepers and collies. The
undyed naturally brown wool of these sweaters is knitted
in a mill beside the River Gweestin, where woolens have
been made since the 17th century. With the traditional
patterns of the Aran Islands, this sweater has substantial
weight without being bulky. Also available in Marled Tan
and Natural Cream. Made in County Kerry, Ireland. Men’s
sizes; women order one size smaller than usual. XS-XXL.
A20530 Organic Wool Sweater $189

Marled Tan

celtic legends

knot your usual sweater

Celtic knotwork enlivens this fisherman’s-style pullover sweater, a
knitted-in pattern of light grey against the charcoal background.
Four-button shawl collar adjusts for style and warmth. Pure new wool;
handwash or dry clean. Sizes S-XXL. Made in Ireland.
A20043 Celtic Knots Men’s Pullover $110

Natural Cream

Zoomorphic Buckles

colors of
killarney

The powerful guardianship of a pair of Celtic lions, or the devotion and loyalty of
Celtic hounds, bring their presence to these finely detailed belt buckles. They
pair perfectly with our Irish-made eternal knot belt (1½" wide, in brown or
black leather). Snaps allow an easy switch of buckles. Specify belt color and
waist size: S (28-30"), M (32-34"), L (36-38"), XL (40-42"), XXL (44-46").
B21010 Lions Buckle $40 | B21020 Hounds Buckle $40
B20010 Eternal Knot Belt $50
SAVE $10! B22010 Lions Buckle & Belt $80
SAVE $10! B22020 Hounds Buckle & Belt $80

Running with the Wolves

Moving as one, a trio of wolves leaps in unison across a stream.
Wolves symbolize loyalty and unity, a oneness with the pack
and with the land. Highly-detailed sculpture of wolves and their
environment lets your imagination run with the pack. Heavyweight
cold-cast bronze resin with subtle handpainted details. 14½" long,
6½" high. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D20005 Wolf Trio Sculpture $110
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Warrior, sailor, farmer, king—Celtic men, past and
present, all are connected by story. Legends of notable
heroes of yore have been passed through generations,
but all Celtic men believe that today’s adversity will
transform into tomorrow’s tale.

gaelsong.com

The luxurious soft touch
of 100% alpaca, the fine
craftsmanship of Irish
weaving—this handsome
scarf is the ultimate in style
and warmth. Tones of black,
brown, tan, green and
grey combine in subtle
stripes, set off by
hand-knotted fringe.
12" x 63" including
fringe. Made in
Killarney, Ireland.
In Charcoal (as
shown) or Brown
(see p. 28).
B30015 Killarney
Alpaca Scarf $75

1.800.205.5790

EXCLUSIVE! Legends tell of mysterious rings, finely-wrought
and compellingly appealing, that endow the wearer with magical
power. Find a power of attraction in this substantial ring. Eternal
knotwork adorns the sides; hammered-gold inset
gleams boldly. Designed by Keith Jack. Sterling
silver with a solid 10k gold ingot. Wide ring is
20mm at widest; narrow is 17mm. In whole
and half sizes.
J74012 Hammered-Gold Inset
Ring, Wide (sizes
9-15) $335
J74013 Hammeredactual size
Gold Inset Ring,
Narrow (sizes
5-13) $275

Staghorn

Glenurquhart

Highlander’s Dagger

Look sharp with one of these fine ceremonial
knives. Scots Gaelic for “black dagger,” the
sgian dubh is traditionally worn in the top of
a Highlander’s stocking. Made in Scotland,
with 3¾" stainless steel blades. The Staghorn
handle is made from naturally shed antlers.
The Glenurquhart is a museum-quality
resin replica of a carved oak-handled knife,
available in Brown or Black (not shown). Each
comes with an embossed leather sheath.
B90170 Staghorn-Handled Dagger $95
B90180 Glenurquhart Dagger $65

enduring STRENGTH

Hefty braided leather bracelet fastens with pewter eternal-knot hook
clasps for a statement of enduring strength. In brown or black. Sizes
S (7¼"), M (7½") and L (8½"). Made in USA.
J50004 Braided Leather Bracelet $52
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THE CELTIC MAN

who is that man?

Who is that dashing stranger at the pub? The vest makes the man—an easy, comfortable way
to look well-dressed and just a bit more intriguing. Vest of Irish-woven herringbone tweed in
traditional tailored styling with two welt pockets in front. 100% wool tweed front and back. Dry
clean. Sizes S-XL.
The classic Irish tweed cap coordinates with the vest to complete the look. Sizes S-XL.
(See more Irish tweed hats on p.31 and at gaelsong.com.)
Homespun shirts have clothed the Irish working man for generations. The bluestriped flannel of this modern version offers comfort and durability; banded collar
and button placket offer timeless style. 100% cotton; machine wash. Imported
from Ireland. Sizes S-XXL.
Alpaca scarf in Brown (shown below) or Charcoal (see p.27). 12" x 63". Woven in
Killarney, Ireland, at Muckross House.
A40005 T weed Vest $210 | A60133 Flannel Grandfather’s Shirt $75
B10004 Tweed Cap $60 | B30015 Scarf $75

A Man you
don’t meet
everyday
PATRICK

Let us catch well the hours and minutes that fly
Let us share them well while we may
So be easy and free when you’re drinkin’ with me
I’m a man you don’t meet everyday
– “Jock Stuart” Traditional song

Inspired by the journeys of St. Patrick across Ireland—through
now-vanished forests, rich green pastures and rocky coasts. Patrick
captures the adventure of the natural world in a men’s scent with fresh
green notes of fern and pine, warmed with woody notes of oak moss and
patchouli. Cologne spray in a 3.3 oz. glass flask. Refreshing shower gel,
7 oz. Made in Ireland.
H10021 Patrick Shower Gel $20
H20021 Patrick Cologne $45

EXCLUSIVE! Like the Irish working man,
this shirt is comfortable, practical and
quite handsome. This version of the
classic banded-collar shirt buttons
all the way down with an array of
closely-spaced buttons on the
defined upper placket, perfect with
a vest. Homespun-style weave
lends an authentic rustic touch.
Boxy shape for a roomy fit. In
90% cotton/10% linen;
machine wash, line
dry. Imported.
In White, Army
Green, Cloud,
Ink Blue, Black
or Ivory.
Sizes S-3X.
A60098
Irishman’s
HomespunStyle Shirt $60

Army
Green

Cloud

Ink Blue

Black

Ivory

John
Barleycorn

EXCLUSIVE! John
Barleycorn, the convivial
embodiment of the grain
used to make beer and
whiskey, is another aspect
of the Green Man. Offer
him a bottle, and he’ll
happily remove the top for
you! Wall-mounted Green
Man bottle opener brings
a festive air to any kitchen,
bar or game room. 6¼"
high, heavyweight pewterfinish resin. Mounting
hardware included.
D92411 John Barleycorn
Bottle Opener $36

warm welcome

In an Irish village, the pub is more
than a place to get a pint—it’s a
meeting place, where you will be
instantly welcome. In the same
way, this sweater will right away
be comfortable and familiar, like
an old favorite. Finely crafted
classic cardigan, with shawl
collar and two patch pockets.
26" long. Soft merino wool;
hand wash. Sizes S-XXL.
Ireland.
In Charcoal or Oatmeal.
A20112 Men’s ShawlCollar Cardigan $110

NEW! Country Living,

NEW! Easy Money

City Style

A money clip is an easy way to hold bills, but what
about cards and ID? The money clip wallet does both!
Handsome wallet of vegetable-tanned cowhide has a
leather-covered money clip with a powerful magnet,
slots for cards and hidden pockets.
Outer pockets in front and back.
Note—no long pocket for bills. 3" x
4" closed. Handcrafted in Ireland.
In brown or black.
B40151 Celtic Billfold
Wallet $70

EXCLUSIVE! The roots of tweed are in the
country—a strong fabric made to withstand
the rigors of crossing moor and meadow.
This handsome herringbone vest shows
off citified styling, but is practical at heart.
Quilted lining provide a layer of warmth
over a shirt or sweater, while allowing easy
movement. Collar can lie flat or zip up for
warmth, front seaming leads to handy
pockets. Imported. Wool/polyester; dry
clean. Generously sized S-XXL. In Dusk
Blue, Pine or Charcoal.
A40154 Men’s Tweed Zippered Vest $165

Charcoal

Oatmeal
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Dusk Blue
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Pine

Charcoal
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NEW! to keep the

around
the world

elements at bay

Mariner
Blue

The Aran sweater—created to
keep fishermen warm on the
cold, misty waves—combines
warmth with honest, rugged
good looks. This version
includes zip closure, drawstring
to keep the elements at bay, and
handwarmer pockets. Made of
Shetland wool for superior
warmth, with fleece
collar and cotton
lining for comfort.
Imported. 100%
wool, cotton
lining, polyester
fleece. Hand
wash or dry
clean. Sizes
S-XXL. In
Mariner Blue
or Storm
Grey.
A20174
Men’s Zip and
Drawstring
Sweater $150

Storm Grey

NEW! To Sail the Seas

actual size

The magnificent longships of the Vikings sailed far distances,
crew working together in tight spaces as they explored the
world. Salute the bravery and unity of these ancient crews—
and the craft and art of their shipbuilders. Viking boat model
of wood-grain resin, adorned with a dragon figurehead, plies
the seas, sail catching the wind, oars
at the ready. 11" high to top of
mast; 13¼" long. Rigid resin sail.
Comes with base for display;
not for use in water. Gift wrap
and rush delivery not available.
D21001 Viking Longboat $85

EXCLUSIVE! The Midgard Serpent
of Norse mythology was so large it
encircled the earth, holding its own
tail. Inspired by Viking knotwork
art, this sea serpent recalls the
fantastical world of legend. Oxidized
sterling silver with a tiny, glittering
black cubic zirconia eye. On 18"
chain. By Keith Jack.
J20575 Viking Dragon Pendant $160

spinner ring
it spins!

actual size

Natural

Dark Blue

Envision Ireland

Interactive jewelry! Eternal love knot
in sterling silver is a fine adornment
for any hand. What’s more, the
center band spins! For those who
like to play with their jewelry, or as a
conversation piece, the spinner ring
is sure to please. Whole sizes 5-15.
J76300 Spinner Ring $48

Visions of Ireland—country lanes, rocky shores, convivial pubs—include hearty
sweaters. The dark green of the hills of Connemara, this pullover will keep you
warm the Irish way. Shawl collar one-button closure. 100% soft merino wool; dry
clean. In marled Dark Green, marled Dark Blue or Natural. Unisex sizes S-XXL;
women order one size smaller than usual. Made in Ireland.
A20031 Shawl-Collar Sweater $120

celts and the sea
Charcoal
Tweed

Denim
Tweed

Living on islands, Celts pulled a living from the sea, sailing
the mighty waters in a tiny leather currach, wooden sailing
ship or modern trawler. While the art of shipbuilding has
changed through the centuries, Celts still feel an ancestral
pull to face the indomitable force of the ocean.

Sage
Tweed

B10078 Narrow Touring Cap $70
Solid Black, Charcoal Tweed or
Denim Tweed. Sizes S-XXL.

watching the Watchworks

Have a Wee Dram

He that hath this cup in hand,
drink up the dram,
let it not stand.
Pass the dram cup for fellowship and good
cheer. Pewter cup with Highlands scene begs
for a pour of your finest whisky. Solid lead-free
pewter; 1 oz. 4 cm high. Made in UK.
D63012 Dram Cup $24
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A marvel of the pre-digital age—the small, precise
gears, levers and springs of an old-fashioned
mechanical watchworks. The clear center of the face
and back of this marvelous pocket watch allow a view
into the 17-jewel movement. Yes, you have to wind it—
never needs a battery! Pewter front and back stay open
to display the watch on the table stand. Watch is 1⅞"
diameter, with 14" chain. Case available in Claddagh,
Celtic Knot or Scottish Thistle design. Made in UK.
J80013 Mechanical Pocket Watch $85

top it off

B10030 Walking Hat with feather 85
Charcoal or Sage Tweed. Sizes S-XXL.
$

B10029 Engineer’s Cap $75
Sage, Denim or Charcoal
Tweed. Sizes S-XXL.
Grey Herringbone

Rosewood and antiqued brass stand is 7" high, with
4½" diameter base.
D90047 Pocket Watch Stand $24

Claddagh

Celtic Knot

Scottish Thistle

gaelsong.com

B10081 Blue Tweed Patch Cap $65
Mostly blue mixed-tweeds patchwork;
with flush brim. Sizes S-XL.

B10004 Herringbone Cap 60
Green or Grey Herringbone
Tweed. Sizes S-XL.
$

Keep warm in Celtic style
with an authentic wool
tweed hat from Ireland.
Sized S (67⁄8 to 7),
M (71⁄8 to 71⁄4),
L (73 ⁄8 to 7½),
XL (75 ⁄8 to 73 ⁄4),
XXL (77⁄8 to 8).

B10122 Green Tweed
Patch Cap $65
Mostly green mixedtweeds patchwork;
with longer brim.
Sizes S-XL.

B10081 Blue Tweed
Patchwork Cap $60
Sizes S-XL.
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gaelsong.com
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GaelSong
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ship to

all studs shown
actual size

unruffled

Shipping and Processing
charges
Standard Delivery
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	Order Value	Add
$
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$
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$
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Gift Wrap is available for $5 per item, except where noted. Allow 1 extra day for delivery.

$

$

Gift Message

150.01– 200

$

$

200.01 +

$

16.95

As the wind rattles the tree
branches, stay warm and
unruffled in this refined take on
the Aran sweater. Three-button
closure to one side and high collar
create a long, flattering line. 100%
super-soft merino wool is specially
crafted for maximum comfort;
handwash or dry clean. Sizes
XS-XXL. In Marine Blue, Cream or
Storm Grey. Made in Ireland.
A20145 Asymmetrical ThreeButton Cardigan $170
A50183 Plaid Skirt  $155
          (see pg. 34)

Cream

Storm
Grey

J10210

J10474

J10030

J10020

J13650

J10034

J10558

J13670

NEW! J10532

NEW! J10624

18.95
NEW! J10691

	Item #	Product Description

Size/Color

J10040

Qty.	Price 		Total
Price
Gift Wrap

Tiny Studs

Tiny sterling silver stud earrings
to match your many Celtic moods.
J10164

Product Subtotal

Method of Payment
n Visa n MasterCard n Discover n American Express
n Money Order n Gift Certificate n Check*

NEW! Tame

Shipping and Processing (Per address. See table above)

*Orders paid by personal check will be held for up to 3 weeks pending final confirmation that funds
have been released to our bank. For time-sensitive orders, we recommend using an alternative form of
payment, such as credit card or money order. Returned checks incur a $45 fee. Please provide your
daytime phone number to minimize delay.
Credit Card Number

J10508

Gift Wrap ($5 per item)

Expiration Date

your Tresses

Express Delivery Add to Standard Delivery charges.

Trinity knots blended in a star
shape adorn this hair tie for a
touch of Celtic artistry. Sturdy
elastic will tame all thicknesses
of hair. ¾" diameter.
J40013   Celtic Ponytail
Holder $14

n 3-4 Day Service: ADD 6 n 2 Day Service: ADD 9
n Next Day Service: ADD $20
$

$

Please call to confirm availability of Express Delivery services. No PO Boxes. Not
available on international orders. Higher charges apply for Express Delivery to AK,
HI, PR, APO/FPO and for heavy orders; call for quote.

Delivery Surcharge
Subtotal
Sales Tax

Signature
Print Name		

Date

J10398

J10312

Total Amount
Customer Service Questions?

Gift Services

satisfaction guaranteed

If you have any special concerns about your order, or for
assistance with refunds, replacement or exchange, please call
Customer Service at 800-207-4256, Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Pacific Time).

Gift wrap is available for $5 per
item. We will include a gift tag
inscribed in Celtic lettering with
your message. Please allow an
extra day for gift-wrap service.
Some large or bulky items, and
those shipped directly from
our suppliers, cannot be giftwrapped.

Returns and Exchanges: We want you to be happy with your
purchase. If you are not satisfied with your order for any reason,
you may return it within 90 days for an exchange or refund of
the merchandise price. Shipping and processing charges are
non-refundable, and the cost of return shipping will be paid by
the customer. Personalized items and opened shrink-wrapped
items (such as CDs, perfumes and card decks) are not returnable.
Shoes that show any sign of wear are not returnable. If returned
merchandise requires cleaning or repair, we reserve the right
to charge a re-stocking fee. We may, at our discretion, refuse to
refund if goods are returned in unsaleable condition. When you
return an item, please be sure it is in new condition and include a
copy of the invoice in the box. See the invoice in your shipment for
more information on shipping your return. Send returns to:

Shipping Information
Most orders ship within 1-2 business days of receipt. We will notify
you in the event of delay (please provide your phone number or
e-mail address.) Some large or heavy items will incur a delivery
surcharge. Shipping and processing charges are not refundable.
Standard Delivery: Standard Ground Delivery is via UPS or USPS
and averages 5-10 business days from the day it is shipped.
Express Delivery: Express Delivery is available on most items
when shipped to a street address. Some large or heavy items
cannot be sent Express. Saturday and Sunday are not delivery
days and are not included in calculating the number of days in
transit. Additional charges will apply for orders delivered to AK, HI,
APO/FPO and all US territories; please contact Customer Service
for the rate. Please place your order before 12 noon Pacific Time
Monday–Thursday for same-day shipping.
International: Please call us at +1-206-526-0648 or order online
at gaelsong.com. For delivery outside the US, your account will
be charged actual postage and insurance, plus our standard
shipping and processing fees. The customer is responsible for any
applicable taxes and duties.
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Gift certificates are available
for any amount $25 and over.
There is no shipping charge for gift certificates.

We Respect Your Privacy

EExample only.
Actual gift wrap
may vary.

We never give out our customers’ telephone numbers or
e-mail addresses. Occasionally, we make our mailing list names
and addresses available to companies whose products may
be of interest to our customers. If you prefer not to receive their
mailings, please notify us at the time you place your order, or by
checking the “Mail Preference Service” box above. You may also
register your preferences online at www.catalogchoice.org.

Prices in this catalog are guaranteed through
December 31, 2018. However, we reserve the right to
correct pricing errors at any time.

GaelSong Returns Processing
1314 NE 56th St, Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98105
Damage claims must be made within 7 days.
If you receive a damaged item, please save all packaging
materials, including the shipping box, and call Customer Service
at 800-207-4256 for further instructions.

size charts
Please see our website for available size charts, per item, or
contact our Customer Service Department at 800-207-4256 for
assistance.
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January

February

March

Give Me a Jingle

Ring out a cheerful note! Small bell brings
a happy accent anywhere you want—use
it as a key ring, hang from a ribbon,
attach to  a bag—goes anywhere! Celtic
knotwork encircles this pewter bell, or
choose another Celtic-inspired style.
1" tall, on ⅞" split ring.
D90052 Celtic Bell $15

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

J10210 Tiny Heart Knot Studs $25
J10474 Crescent Moon Studs $16
J10040 Triple Spiral Studs $20
J10030 Trinity Knot Studs $25
J10020 Elemental Cross Studs $20
J13650 Triple Wave Studs $25
J10034 Owl Studs $27
J10558 Leafy Studs  $15
J13670 Dragon Studs $20
NEW! J10691 Simple Spiral Studs $14
NEW! J10532  Square Knot Studs $16
NEW! J10624  Newgrange Studs $16
J10164 Flying Bird Studs  $15
J10508 Celtic Posy Studs $15
J10398 Two-Tone Bird Studs $17
J10312  Snowflake Studs $18

January
shown at
actual size

holiday for you

Celebrate your birthday every day. Your birthstone, signifying your special
holiday, is set in a four-sided eternal knot for lasting delight. Heart-shaped crystal
gemstone and sterling silver, on 18" chain. Made in Ireland. Specify month.
J20651 Birthstone Knotwork Pendant $85

1.800.205.5790

Triskelion

Trinity Knot

Cross

Claddagh
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A Toast to Scotland

Warming Up

Hot, strong tea fuels the fishermen and farmers, shepherds and shopkeepers
of Scotland. Take your tea or other hot beverage in a hardy stoneware mug
— red mug features a bagpiper and the legend “Piping Hot”; deep blue is
emblazoned with the lion rampant and the legend "Scotland." (Scotland mug
also available in red.) Holds 16 oz. to the brim; microwave and dishwasher safe.
Imported from UK.
D63035 Piping Hot Mug $20
D63033 Lion Rampant Mug $20

highland fling

Have a little highland fling!
Short kilt-style skirt will have
you dancing a lively reel.
Pleats in back, sewn flat
over hips, twirl freely as you
move; flat front offers a
flattering line. Wraps all the
way around, secures with
buckles and included kilt
pin. Above the knee; 19"
long. 100% Shetland
wool with faux-leather
buckles; dry clean. Sizes
XS—XL; runs small
—order one size up.
Made in Scotland.
A50183 Plaid Skirt $155

scottish thistles

NEW! Lion Rampant

Strolling the lowlands or heading to the pub, you’re shielded
from the chill by the Scottish lion rampant. Embossed lion
stands tall on a field of heathered saltire blue in this cozy hooded sweatshirt
with fleecy interior. Cotton/polyester; machine wash. Embossed and
stonewashed in USA. Sizes S-XL, 2X, 3X.
A30003  Blue Lion Rampant Hooded Sweatshirt S-XL  $65; 2X, 3X  $70

actual size

Elegant thistles, the revered
emblem of Scotland, bloom
with a shining heart of genuine
amethyst. Finely-detailed sterling
silver; pendant on 18" chain.
J10266 Amethyst Thistle Earrings $85
J20489 Amethyst Thistle Pendant $55
SAVE $20! Buy both for $125

NEW! Your

Scottish
Heart

Wherever a Scot’s
heart is at home,
that is a part of
Scotland. Identify
your Scottish
home with this
plaque, a bronzeplated shield
emblazoned with the
Lion Rampant. 6" x 6". Gift-boxed.
D22079  Bronze Lion Rampant Plaque $40

twining thistles

NEW! Highland Scottie

EXCLUSIVE! Two finely-detailed thistles
reach toward a gleaming amethyst
cabochon, a beautiful statement of Scottish
pride. Sterling silver; sizes S (7"), M (7½"), L
(8"). Made in USA by James Walton.
J50087 Hinged Thistle Bracelet  $165

An adorable bit of Scotland—this colorful
Scottie dog pin is made from dyed and
pressed heather from the Highland moors
of Perthshire. Colors will vary on each.
Handmade in Scotland.
J60052  Heathergems Scottie Brooch $44
actual size

Thistle

toast to the scots

Medley

Knotwork

Here’s tae the heath, the hill and the heather,
The bonnet, the plaid, the kilt and the feather.
—Scottish toast
Enjoy your finest whisky from these shot glasses
decorated with Scottish thistle or with a stag and
thistle. Glass is separate from pewter base for easy
cleaning. 33 ⁄4" high, holds 2 oz. Made in UK.
D63021 Thistle Shot Glass $30
D63022 Stag Shot Glass $30

Shamrock

A Feast of fresh shortbread

Triskelion

Green Man
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Thistle

Welsh Dragon

Gentleman’s Furnishings

A pocket watch lends an air of distinction to any wardrobe, a statement of elegance and gentility. These
watches capture that feeling while keeping you in the present with their reliable movements. With a 12" chain
and belt clip. Complete the look with matching pewter cufflinks stylishly presented in a fine black keepsake
box topped with corresponding medallion. Choose Celtic Knot, Triskelion, Thistle, Green Man or Welsh
Dragon. Made in the UK by the longest-established family firm of pewterers in the world—since 1779!
J80650 Pewter Pocket Watch $65 | J91130 Pewter Cufflinks, in  keepsake box $35

gaelsong.com

Strolling in the Scottish Highlands, you might be suddenly captivated by a
delicious aroma—freshly baked shortbread! Inspired by such memories, real or
imagined, these multi-cookie ceramic pans add the embellishment of a Celtic
symbol to each luscious piece of shortbread. All pans come with simple recipes
and can also be used to make ornaments of baker’s clay or cast paper. Approx.
8" across; dishwasher-safe stoneware. Made in USA. Rush delivery not available.
D68220  Thistle Pan  $42 | D68350  Celtic Medley Pan  $42
D68480  Knotwork Pan  $42 | D68610 Shamrock Pan $42

1.800.205.5790
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Spirit of the Warrior Queen
NEW! Boudica

Valkyrie
Viking

vanquish the cold!

Storm the battlements of winter! As a Valkyrie or Viking, you
are impervious to cold, clad in your warm, fanciful horned hat.
Valkyrie hat is the stuff of legend, grey helmet complete with two
braids. Viking hat in red and charcoal recalls the helmets of longago heroes. Acrylic. Hand crocheted. One size. Made in Peru.
B10094 Valkyrie Hat $50
B10095 Viking Hat $50

NEW! Different Drummer

Go for miles and miles marching to your different drummer. Boldlytooled leather in botanical patterns trims canvas painted with subtle
golden leaves for a folkloric effect. Ankle-high boots with sturdy
walking sole feature a side zipper and laces for a perfect fit. Soft
fabric lining, cushioned insole. European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5),
36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9),
41 (9½-10), 42 (10½ -11).
B70018  Different Drummer Boots $140
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Boudica, the warrior queen, led
a Celtic rebellion against the
occupying Romans. Here she sounds
the horn to advance toward battle—
spear at the ready, armed with sword
and dagger, she will fight for her
people. Bronze-finished statue with
hand-tinted highlights. 5" wide, 11"
high. Rush delivery is not available.
D21106  Boudica Statue $60

Trinity Heart
(Standard only)

Eternal Knot
(Standard only)

actual size

Diamond-shaped

NEW! Warrior Queen

What we know of the Celts comes to us in
fragments of song and legend of heroes, and in
the enduring work of metalsmiths. Inspired by
the 8th-century Ardagh chalice, this jewelry is a
fitting adornment for a warrior queen. Round silver
shields with serpentine knotwork gleam with gold
centers. Sterling silver and 18k gold. Necklace is 17"
long; leverback back earrings. Made in Ireland.
J10717  Silver Shield Earrings  $199
J20984  Silver Shield Necklace $269

Cat Lovers
(Standard only)

Shamrock
(Standard only)

Triskelion
(Standard only)

Forsake the plastic bottle from the pharmacy and carry your remedies in a
decorative metallic pill box. Hinged top fastens securely over a plastic-lined
compartment deep enough to store even the largest tablets. Large size has a
compartment divided into three equal sections to organize your capsules. Standard
size available in six designs as shown; large size
available in Emerald Celtic Cross, Triskelion
(Red or Amethyst) or Swirly Star.
D24010 Enameled Pill Box $24
D24000 Large Pill Box $30

Emerald Celtic Cross
(Large size only)

Bow-shaped

Three Graces

Enameled Pill Boxes

Large Amethyst
Triskelion
actual size

Joan of Arc

NEW! Dark

Romance

As mists creep across the
moor, light the lamp and lose
yourself in a volume of poetry.
Dark romance infuses this
dress—grey-green floral lace
at neckline trims the soft,
whisper-light diamondpatterned knit. The ruffled
hem of the mesh lining
adds a finishing touch of allure.
Approx. 33" long. Imported.
Polyester blend; machine wash
gentle, dry flat. Sizes S-XXL.
A60236  Diamond Pattern
Tunic $55

Standard Thistle
actual size

Red Triskelion
(Large size only)

Swirly Star
(Large size only)

gaelsong.com
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Attractive and functional, this trio really holds hair in place.
The diamond and bow-shaped barrettes feature bold
knotwork in classic Celtic style, while the Joan of Arc design
was inspired by a fleur-de-lis in the French Abbey of St.
Denis. Pewter, made in Cornwall.
J40020 Diamond-Shaped Hair Barrette $45
J40040 Joan of Arc Hair Barrette $45
J40030 Bow-Shaped Hair Barrette $45

NEW! timeless
message

EXCLUSIVE! A timeless wish for
harmony, spelled in the oldest
of alphabets. Ogham symbols
artfully hammered into copper
spell out “Sonas”—copper
caption on the frame gives the
translation “Harmony.” Lacquered
to preserve the fiery tones of the
metal. Matted and framed under
glass in dark wood, 7" x 13½".
Hand-hammered in a rural family
workshop in Ireland.
D22065  Sonas Copper
   Ogham Plaque $190

NEW! Metal and Lace

A hint of earthy warrior strength, an
aura of luxurious nobility. Embrace the
contradictions with this fascinating
metal-beaded jewelry. Lengths of silvertone ball-chain beading are joined by
diamond-shaped connectors in a
chevron pattern. Each strand of
bead moves individually for a lacy
effect in metal. Snap closure;
6½-7” long. Fair Trade; India.
J50111 Metal Chevrons
Bracelet $ 28
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Wild At Heart
hidden knowledge

Keep the wise spirit of the owl close. Seeing
far into the night, the owl is said to be the
keeper of hidden knowledge of the spirit world.
Textured stoneware owl pendant is accented
with a wooden bead. Leather cord adjusts from
17-19". Handmade in Northern Ireland.
J20747 Owl Pendant $20

Guardian Owl

RAVEN ON THE WING

The raven is known in many cultures
as a messenger between the spirit and
earthly worlds. This raven flies with
purpose, bringing a message known
only to her. Highly detailed sterling silver
pendant, adorned in black enamel and
tiny black crystals, on an 18" satin cord.
J20323 Flying Raven Pendant $50

actual size

actual size

NEW! Wild Streak

You want to run with the
wolves, then curl up by the
fire. Your wild streak and
comfort-loving side will
both revel in this fauxshearling coat; suede-like
exterior lined with plush
faux fur for snuggle-soft
comfort. No fasteners.
Two side-seam pockets.
49" long. Imported.
Polyester; hand wash or dry
clean. Sizes S-XL.
A40118  Wild Side
                 Coat $165

holds two
pictures

While other birds rest in the nighttime
tree, the guardian owl spirit watches
over all. A silvery branch against
the night sky arcs on this
pendant, garnet-winged birds
among the leaves. An owl of
hand-carved bone invokes the
watchful spirit. 18" braided
satin cord.
J20836 Carved Owl Spirit
Pendant $75

NEW! Just Right

actual size

The fox has found just the right place,
where she can comfortably settle,
relaxing in the grass and leaves.
Image of a resting fox graces this
locket adorned with a peridot-green
crystal. Holds two pictures of those
who bring you comfort. Brass-plated;
chain adjusts 16-18".
J20456  Fox Locket $32

actual size

what does the fox dream?

Sly little fox seems to be sleeping, but she has an eye on
your things. Hand-painted leather purse has zipper closure
under snap flap; adjustable strap is 42-53". Measures 6" x
6". Coin purse has removable wrist strap
and zipper closure; 3½" x 4½".
B40038 Fox Purse $48
B40046 Fox Coin Purse $18

art of knitting

The intricate stitching of
traditional Aran knitwear,
reminiscent of elaborate
Celtic knotwork, connects us
to a heritage of handcrafts.
Two-tone yarn highlights
the pattern of this long
sweater; one-button closure
makes a sleek line. With
patch pockets and a
generous hood for
further dramatic
effect. 32" long.
Soft merino wool;
handwash.
Sizes S-XL.
Ireland. In
Dove Grey or
Wine.
A20077 Two-Tone
Long Hoodie $185

NEW! plaid

gone wild

Respectable plaid takes a
decidedly different path.
This stretchy knit topper
is all a-flutter—
gathered peplum hem
with black mesh layer
swirls as you move.
Lettuce edging lightly
ruffles collar, front
and hem. 35" long.
Imported. Polyester/
lycra; machine wash.
Sizes XS-XXL.
A40146  Plaid and
Black Topper $120

NEW! Fox Appeal

Clever baby foxes are seeking a warm,
snug shelter—watch them charm
their way right into your home.
Adorable, fluffy fox ornaments
stand 3½" and 4¼" high.
Polyester. Set of two.
D21135  Pair of Foxes $18

Wine

Wine

Walnut

NEW! Blue-Sky Wanderings

Leaves turn, apples ripen and the sky becomes an incredible blue.  Wander
among the trees on a perfect autumn day, stepping comfortably in these
ankle boots with sweater-like knit panels. Fleecy lining and memory-foam
footbed keep feet warm and happy. Vegan leather upper, All-Terra traction
sole for easy walking. Whole and half sizes 6-10, 11. In Wine or Walnut.
B70014  Knit-Panel Ankle Boots $79
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The bird of paradise delights with its exotic plumage—so
much more elaborate than needed, but why not? This
velvet-burnout tunic offers an array of delights—and why not?
Make a statement in sheer teal abounding
with shimmering iridescent paisley and
flowers. Floaty curved hem and split
bell sleeves add appealing flutter.
Body lined in soft jersey. Approx.
26" along center back.
Imported. Nylon/poly/
spandex; hand wash.
Sizes S-XL.
A60295  Paisley
Velvet Tunic  $110

Faceted drops of deep teal-blue glow on this
exuberant necklet, blooming with tinted leaves,
iridescent rainbow crystals and silver-toned
flowers. Necklet adjusts 17-20". Sold as a
set with coordinating drop earrings.
J90005 Faceted Teal Jewelry Set $32

NEW! Soaring

The butterfly, emerging transformed
from the cocoon, is an inspiring sign
of hope and change, a spirit free and
soaring. A sparkling butterfly form
emerges in this pendant, silver swirls
celebrating its freedom, rose gold
highlights shining like the morning
sun, all against a teal enamel
background, topped with a blue
topaz. Sterling silver, 10k rose gold
and cubic zirconia. On 18" chain.
Designed by Keith Jack.
J21025  Butterfly Spirit Pendant $275

QUIET STRENGTH

The warm glow of copper twines into the balanced
simplicity of a trinity knot, for a bracelet of quiet strength.
Copper-plated cuff bracelet fits up to 7" wrist.
J50101 Copper Trinity Knot Bracelet $85

NEW! Cash and Carry

Carry a bit of cash and cards with panache. Handsome coin
purse of vegetable-tanned leather is embossed with a triple
spiral. Outer flap pocket snaps shut, main compartment zips.
Back has a clear-window pocket for ID. Two key rings. 3" x 4".
Handcrafted in Ireland.
B40147  Leather Coin Purse/
Card Wallet $55

IN the sacred grove

EXCLUSIVE! Twelve sumptuously dressed women form a mysterious
procession through a wood, birds swooping above. Emily Balivet’s
enigmatic, captivating artwork is masterfully recreated on this luxurious
pillow. Solid back; poly-filled. 16" x 12". Made in USA.
D50631 Sacred Grove Pillow $30

gaelsong.com

actual size

Vibrant bands of varied greens highlight
the bold malachite stone of this ring.
Knotwork enhances the sterling silver
band. Natural stone, coloration on each
will vary. Sizes 6-10.
J70067  Malachite Ring $52

NEW! Pining for
Comfort

colors of the seasons

Stroll beneath the whispering pines,
breeze in your hair, a spring
in your step. This tunic
delights—soft midweight knit stretches
for perfect comfortable
fit, the textured
knit in evergreen
accented with black
is honeycombed for
a fun, dimensional
pattern of dots. Soft
mid-weight fabric
puts a little bounce
and swing in the
asymmetrical
hemline. 33" at
longest point.
Rayon/poly/
spandex; machine
wash. Sizes XS-XXL.
Made in USA.
A60271  Swingy 		
Texture-Knit
Tunic $95

NEW! Interwoven Elements

NEW! Knee-High in Flowers

Earrings
actual size

actual size
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NEW! shades of green

fascinating teal

NEW! paisley delight

The Tree of Life spreads its branches before a multi-hued
backing, reminiscent of the colors of the forest through
the seasons. The “stone” behind the tree is made of
genuine Scottish heather pressed
and colored to form a unique
gemstone; no two are
exactly alike. Pendant
actual size
on 18" chain; coordinating
earrings. Made in Scotland.
J10656 Heathergems
                    Tree of Life Earrings $75
J20656 Heathergems Tree of
                  Life Pendant $65

The many elements of your life weave together into busy days
and evenings—you need to carry a lot of gear. Woven leather of
varied sizes and tints defines the angled flap, adding intriguing
texture and color to this
purse of supple cowhide.
Front open pocket under
flap. Zippered main
compartment is divided
in two sections, one with
open pocket, card slots
and zip pocket. Zip pocket
on back. 12" w x 10" h.
Strap adjusts to 48".
B40123  Woven Leather
Crossbody Bag $190

1.800.205.5790

Walk through late-blooming wildflowers as the sun burnishes
everything gold—the rich hues of autumn adorn your stride in
these artistic boots. Boots are hand-painted leather with
printed floral inserts. Side
zipper and adjustable buckles.
Flannel-lined, comfort-padded
insole. 1¼" stacked heel.
15¼" circumference wide calf.
European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5),
36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8),
39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42
(10½ -11).
B70016  Autumn Flowers
Boots $180
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Dancing In the Fairy Garden

Flowers for
youR hair

EXCLUSIVE! The Spring
Maiden, goddess of
flowers, walks the sunlit
meadows, a wreath of
blossoms in her long,
flowing hair. A cascade
of flowers and beads
recalls romantic visions
of springtime on this
lavish barrette. 3" clasp.
Handmade in USA
by Colleen Toland.
J40007 Flowers
Barrette $60

NEW! Just a

Wee Drop

After a long day of
dancing with flowers and
chasing butterflies, the
fairies like to retire to the
pub for a bit of song and
merriment with their
thimbles of ale. Wee
fairy pub features door
that opens invitingly, and a
tower in the shape of a pint of stout! 9½" high, 11" wide.
Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D90079  Fairy Pub $49

NEW! Fairy
Love Knot

NEW! snow flurries

A flurry of embroidered snowflakes drifts on this floaty tunic. A band of
embroidery defines the front, concealing hook-and-eye closures above
the drawstring empire waist. Approx. 33" long. Imported. Viscose crepe;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL, 2X, 3X.
A60343  Snowflake Embroidered Tunic $80

tRUE FRIENDSHIP

“Oh, I don't mind your prickles!” Two little hedgehogs snuggle
together, sharing the shelter of a single leaf. There’s even a
few berries for snacks! 2½" high celebration of friendship.
D21041 Hedgehogs Sharing $15
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fairy whispers

This magical fairy has a
message just for you. Silver
vine wraps around your
ear, positioning the fairy
to whisper her secret. Ear
wrap adjusts to fit; post
on bottom anchors the
lower end. For left ear only.
Pewter; handcrafted in UK.
J10556 Pewter Fairy Ear
Wrap $30

actual
size

A silver heart
encompasses a wee fairy
and a rose gold trinity
knot—magical elements
joined in a wish  for endless love
and harmony. Sterling silver and
rose-gold plate. 18" chain.
J20921  Fairy Trinity Knot
                 Pendant $45

among the fairies

Sit back and unwind with the fairies. As one regales his
companions with a magical tune on the acorn, the others relax,
one greeting a passing snail. Tallest fairy is 3¼" high.
D21042 Pink Fairy with Snail $16
D21043 Boy Fairy with Acorn $16
D21045 Mellow Yellow Fairy $16
SAVE 20%! Buy two or more fairies

NEW! Bright
Flowers

A shaft of sunlight
though the clouds
illuminates the lateautumn flowers,
bright colors
against dark grey
sky. Embroidered
flowers brighten
this sweater
coat, a knit
of delicious
softness,
charcoal grey
felted with white
fibers. Drapes freely, no
fasteners. Imported. 33”
long. Acrylic/polyamide/
elastane; hand wash.
Sizes S-XL.
A40152  Autumn
Flowers Sweater Coat $98

garden bling

Jewelry for your garden!
Red, amber and green
jewels sparkle in the
sunshine on this handwrought copper garden
ornament. Trinity knot Tree
of Life blooms with vibrant
color all year round. 10¼"
diameter medallion; 36"
high with garden stake.
D40021 Copper Garden
Stake $25

gaelsong.com
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the Rabbit’s Secret

A quiet bunny sits patiently, guarding her secret. This pretty little
rabbit is actually a box—open it to reveal a tiny baby bunny pendant!
Enameled pewter box and pendant are both highlighted with
sparkling Austrian crystals. Hinged box has magnetic closure. 2½"
high. Pendant on 19" gold-tone chain. Giftboxed. In Brown or White.
D24041 Bunny Keepsake Box with Tiny Pendant $45

It’s a
box!
White
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NEW! To Catch

the Wind

The shape of the wind—
unpredictable ripples of leaves
and water. Curving knit-in bands
waft around this light-weight
open cardigan. Polyester/
rayon; machine wash.
Made in Nepal; fair trade.
Sizes S/M, L/XL, XXL.
In Merlot, Grey or Black.
A40098  Ripple-Knit
Cardigan $60

roots & branches

Exotic Mystique

actual size

NEW! At End of Day

The Tree of Life illustrates the
continuity of generations,
the roots of our ancestors
supporting the branches
and leaves of each new
generation. Openwork
plaque depicts the tree
in full leaf, roots twining
in eternal knotwork.
Handcrafted mahogany
plaque is finished with
hand-buffed wax; each will
vary in woodgrain coloration.
15¾" high.
D20039 Tree of Life Carved 		
Wooden Plaque $150

Centuries ago, trade
caravans connected Asia
and Europe, introducing
marvels—new wares and
fascinating designs.
Amber filigree jewelry
captures the exotic
mystique of the trade route.
Sterling silver with genuine Baltic
amber. Pendant on 18" chain. Ring sizes 6-8.
J10593 Filigree Amber Earrings $55
J20864 Filigree Amber Pendant $65
J70029 Filigree  Amber Ring $30

Merlot

On a hillside at day’s end, a light wind
stirs the leaves as the landscape turns to
muted autumnal shades, streaked with the
last lingering sunlight. As the seasons
change, keep the chill off in this softly
draping poncho; accented with
knit-in knotwork and dramatic cowl
neck. 32" long in back. Imported.
Acrylic/viscose/polyamide; hand
wash. Sizes S-XL.
A20194  Cowl-Necked
Poncho  $72

wrapped around
your finger

Your cat knows she has you
wrapped around her finger—
or paw. You can wrap this kitty
around your finger with this
playful cat ring. Sterling silver;
whole sizes 5-8.
J70032 Cat Ring $45

Grey

Black

Among the Leaves

A sleek, elegant feline waits quietly, partially hidden by the
autumn leaves she sits among.  Colorful leaves reveal a feline form
in this jewelry suite. Cloisonné enamel on silverplate.  Brooch has
fitting on back to add a chain and easily convert to pendant. Also
available: small pendant on 18" chain (see gaelsong.com).
J10537 Cat & Leaves Earrings  $25
J20755 Cat & Leaves Large Brooch  $60
J20745 Cat & Leaves Small Pendant  $30

NEW! Cozy

Conviviality

Gather friends for a
convivial evening around
the fireplace—velvety
chenille ribbed-knit
dress lends itself well
to an impromptu occasion.
Cozy comfort is dressed up with bell
sleeves and keyhole neckline with
ties. Approx. 36" long. Imported.
Polyester; hand wash or dry clean.
Sizes XS-XXL.
A50206  Chenille Bell-Sleeved
Dress  $79

PRimal Elements

NEW! With A Bounce in Your Step

Leather and metal—primal elements, combined here with grace and finesse.
Silvertoned and copper wire twine around a leather cuff, forming eternal
knotwork and delicate traceries. Cuffs are approx. ⅜" high.

Walk with a light heart, a bounce in your step and a jaunty tassel
swaying. All-leather backpack with whip-stitch trim features a
looped handle to carry as a purse. Padded back open pocket makes
the bag easy to wear, also includes zip pocket in back, zip and open
pockets inside. Zips under flap. Supple cowhide; cloth lined. 10"
wide x 13" high. Adjustable back straps.
B40129  Leather Backpack Purse with Tassel $175

J50037 Leather Bracelet—
Celtic Knot $30
J50038 Leather Bracelet—
Celtic Weave $30
J50035 Leather Bracelet—
Celtic Bow $30

NEW! Wandering Minstrel

In times long past, bards traveled from town to town, bringing
songs, poetry and story. Let these boots weave tales of your
adventures. Leather ankle boots feature an elastic gusset
embellished with scalloped leather and tiny brass stud
accents. Memory foam footbed, calfskin leather, All Terra grip
sole, low heel. Whole and half sizes 6-10, 11. In Wine or Black.
B70008  Wandering Minstrel Ankle Boots $140

actual size

Oak Leaf Cloak Clasp
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EXCLUSIVE! The oak—symbol of strength, and of the turning of the year.
The passing beauty of oak leaves in autumn is preserved in this handsome
hand-wrought cloak clasp, in tones of copper, nickel, or bronze. Each
leaf is backed by a strong pin, and the leaves can be worn separately as
brooches. Approx. 6½" from tip to tip. Handmade in USA.
J61470  Cloak Clasp $50

gaelsong.com
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Steampunk Vision

NEW! Night Sky

where magic
meets machine

Waiting for a train, steamship, airship—this fairy
needs to go further than even her technologyenhanced wings can take her. Steampunk fairy,
wings melded with machinery, sits impatiently
atop her suitcases; her fine fairy attire—short
green dress, net stockings and gloves—may
be shocking for the Victorian age, but this
fairy has more important things on her
mind. Finely-detailed figure in
hand-painted resin, 9" high.
Gift wrap and rush delivery
not available.  
D21053 Steampunk       
               Fairy $72

NEW! Keeping up

Appearances

You like to present a ladylike
appearance, while secretly knowing
that you are prepared at any time
to climb a scaffold, leap on a
horse or fight off a werewolf.
Blouse features the
requisite fusses and
fancies—asymmetrical
crocheted-lace collar,
knotwork-and-stripe
applique-trim bodice,
sleeves and hem—but
in a heavy-weight,
super-stretchy
stonewashed knit.
With side-seam
pockets, of course.
Approx. 27" long.
Made in Peru.
100% cotton.
Machine wash
separately, line
dry. Sizes S-XL.
A60349  Lady
Adventurer
Top $98
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actual size

Slip away from the chatter of the ballroom to the moonlit
balcony, where you can quietly gaze at the night sky. The
quiet, reliable stars will soothe your heart. The harmony of the
night sky inspires this jewelry, a luminous freshwater pearl
surrounded by a circle of sparking marcasite,
topped with a trinity knot. Sterling silver;
pendant on 18" chain. Made in Ireland.
J10323  Pearl and Marcasite Earrings $80
J20902  Pearl and Marcasite Pendant $72

actual size

ready for take-off!
dancing in the dark

Beneath the dark canopy of night—ah,
what romance may ensue? Black beads
and crystals lead to a single wine-red
rose, rich with promise. Handmade roses
with seed beads, bronze-tone chain and
black crystals. Necklace is 18" long.
Handmade in USA.
J10349 D
 ark Rose Beaded Earrings $40
J20515 Dark Rose Beaded Necklace $50

Goggles? Check! Boots? Check! Thirst for
adventure? Check!! Thanks to steam-tech
jetpacks, these owls are ready to fly faster
than any bird has flown before. Steampunk
owls stand atop giant cogs with gear
insets. Bronze-finished resin with brass
and copper tints.
D20031 Steampunk Owl with 		
Jetpack, 6" tall. $36
NEW! D21121 Small Steampunk
Owl, 3 ¾" tall $25

NEW! Silver Fountain

Ornate waves of silver, like spray from
a fountain, swirl on this opulent ring,
centered on a radiant freshwater pearl.
Sterling silver; sizes 5-11.
J70069  Pearl-center Ring $60

Front view
Playful Purple

Earthy
Green

be prepared

Head out on adventures with this belt pack to carry necessities
and collect small treasures. Made of durable canvas, featuring
three outer pockets with snap covers and interior zips,
concealed long zippered pocket on body side. Quick-release
squeeze buckle adjusts from 36"-46". The earthy-green tone,
spiral pattern, and asymmetrical lines give this pack funky
fashion as well as function! Also in Playful Purple.
B40096 Spiral Belt Pack $36

gaelsong.com
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Buttoned Up

At first glance no-nonsense
and buttoned-up, this
coat gradually reveals a
sentimental heart. Trim
boiled wool, exceptionally
warm, is also comfortably
soft. Pewter-tone
buttons, with design
of a leaping stag, are
decorative; coat zips
closed. Satin lining
shines with silver
paisley. Imported.
Approx. 31" long.
100% wool; dry
clean. Sizes S-XXL.
In Olive or Black.
A40088  Boiled
Wool Coat $179
Olive

powered by
steam

actual size

NEW!

EXCLUSIVE! What to wear
to address the Society
of Inventors, or for your
next airship excursion?
Steampunk-inspired
engineer-striped skirt hints
at a past that never was.
Front can be shirred with
the tabs and buttons to
reveal black underskirt,
or left demurely down.
Tiers in the back give the
suggestion of a bustle
without bulk. 7" yoke
with smocked back
can be worn as a high
waistband or at the
hips; 28" long below
waistband. Cotton;
handwash. Made
in Nepal, fair trade.
Sizes S-XL, 2X, 3X.
A50163 Striped
Steampunk
Skirt $55

Black

NEW! Time Travel

The passage of time moves at a regular pace—passing years marked as
leaves fall or flowers bloom. With a good time machine, however, one can
travel faster in time, or backward. Travel at your chosen pace in these
fanciful ankle boots. Embossed pattern of leaves and flowers is accented
with rainbow-stitched straps and looping buckles, pewter-colored
metallic leather at heel, and black toe. Flannel lined with padded insole
for maximum comfort. Zipper closure. 2" stacked heel, rubber outsole.
European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40
(9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½ -11).
B70019  Oakleaf Buckle Boot $150
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Magickal Thinking

NEW! Soaring Spirit

Grand Imaginings

actual size

When your chakras are aligned, your spirit
soars. Seven semi-precious gemstones in
the colors of the chakras sparkle alongside
a floating feather in this inspiring handcast pendant. Brass; chain adjusts 18-24".
Handcrafted in Nepal; fair trade.
J21014  Chakra Feather Pendant  $45

Make no little plans. They have no magic.—Daniel Burnham
Your thoughts and dreams, magic spells and observations, reminiscences and plans—
these deserve no ordinary journal. The monumental size of this volume will inspire
you to a loftier plane of contemplation, chakra stones will keep your spirit in balance.
Wrapped in leather embossed with a mandala, adorned with an alignment of stones
in the colors of the chakras—amethyst, lapis, turquoise, green onyx, yellow onyx,
orange onyx, and red coral. Color of natural stones will vary. Secures with three
brass latches. 360 pages of heavyweight handmade linen paper, and edged with
leather whipstitching. 18" x 13¼" x 1¾". Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
C14064 Chakra Journal $160

what do you take
in your coffee?
This will wake you up!
Someone’s morning coffee
will bring an extra jolt—there’s
a dragon in the cup! Clever
sculpture looks like a cup of
coffee with cream, sugar, and a
small dragon immersed in the
beverage. The dragon does
not seem interested in sharing.
Resin; 4" high. Please note—
decorative cup, not for drinking.
D21028 Good Morning
Dragon $28

into the depths
the art of handwriting

Inscribe and draw in your journal, send a heartfelt note, or simply doodle in a grand
manner with these elegant spiral glass pens. Grooves hold the ink and flow it to the
nib; the pen cleans quickly for a change of ink color. Set includes two handmade
glass pens and six bottles of ink in an array of colors; in a presentation box.
C18021 Glass Pen and Ink Set $40

The very symbol of divination, the crystal ball is a powerful tool for scrying.
Gazing into its depths unlocks energies and visions in the unconscious
mind. Lead-free pure quartz crystal ball comes with rosewood stand
(designs will vary). In Lavender, Clear or Green. Rush delivery not available.
D91200 6 cm Crystal Ball $24 | D91210 8 cm Crystal Ball $38
D91220 10 cm Crystal Ball $78 | SAVE $20! D92180
		
Buy one of each size for $120!

merlin

actual size

actual size

chakra gems

Natural gems and stones in the signature colors of the
chakras combine here with hematite to help keep your spirit
balanced and energized: rock crystal, amethyst, sodalite,
green aventurine, citrine, tiger eye, and carnelian. Earrings
have sterling earwires. Pendant with pewter eternal knot bead on 18"
chain; stretch bracelet is 7½". Made in Wales by the Black Dragon.
J10553 Beaded Chakra Earrings $20
J20822 Beaded Chakra Pendant $20
J50102 Beaded Chakra Bracelet $28
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love the
life you live

The Tree of Life speaks
to the connectedness of all things. Here, the tree connects
you with those you love—tree locket holds two pictures,
accompanying pendant reminds you to love the life you live.
Silver-tone locket with magnetic clasp, chain adjusts 27-30".
J20124 Tree of Life Locket $20

gaelsong.com

capture
the wind

Can you see the wind? Dangling
and dancing, these long looping
spirals seem to reflect the air
itself. Silver and colorful niobium
in shades of violet and teal.
Made in USA.
J10601 Three Spirals
                
         Earrings $30

1.800.205.5790

Merlin is the archetype of the
wise wizard, using magic to gain
knowledge and understanding.
Here, he stands watchfully,
knotwork-trimmed robe billowing
in the wind, holding a
staff topped with
a crystal ball and
coiling mini-dragon.
Cold-cast bronze
statue, 11" high.
Rush delivery not
available.
D21111 Merlin   
      Statue $60

CRESCENT DRAGON

actual size

A dragon coils around a crescent of silver.
Although she is ready to pounce, she
will keep a tight grip and stay with you.
Designed by Jessica Galbreth. Sterling
silver dragon pendant on 18" chain.
J20990 Crescent Dragon Pendant $55

NEW! the witches’ almanac
The premier source of wisdom and magical
lore for decades. Beyond the lunar calendar
information, The Witches’ Almanac serves
as a valuable reference source. Articles
on a variety of topics appeal to the Wiccan
practitioner and others interested in magical
lore. Covers Spring 2019—Spring 2020.
M10016 2019 Witches’ Almanac $12.95
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Under the Mystic Moon
spirits of the night

The moon and stars watch over the silent trees
as the night passes. The dreaminess of tranquil
nighttime is depicted in this pendant with tree
and bird, accented by a pewter acorn. Miniature
reproductions of watercolor paintings under resin,
set in hand-cast pewter. On 24" chain. Handmade
in USA by Laurie Leonard.
J20761 Night Tree and Bird Pendant $120

Into the
Mystic

actual size

NEW! Serene Night

A crescent moon brings dreams as
it sails serenely through the night
sky. Image of the moon is framed in
scalloped silver-tone filigree, as if
viewed through a castle window. Chain
adjusts 16-18".
J20924  Crescent Moon Pendant $20

actual size

NEW! The Night Sky

A perfect circle is a sign of the
infinite, the mysteries of the universe.
Drops of faceted labradorite, glowing
subtly like the aurora borealis,
dance on circles of glowing brass,
a meditation on the vast night sky.
Antique-finish brass chain adjusts
18-20". Latchback earrings.
J10293  Circles and Labradorite
                 Earrings $40
J20467  Circles and Labradorite
                 Necklace $75

3/4 actual size

NEW! Royals at Play

Princesses want to be comfortable
while unmistakably royal. An
unexpected combination of
royal court and basketball
court—elegant paisley
jacquard stretch brocade
with a subtle silvery sheen
meets matte-black French
terry heavyweight knit
and white stitching—a
look that crosses
boundaries. Voluminous
hood is paisley-lined,
deep side pockets are
trimmed with shirred
mesh. Princess seaming
for a trim fit. Approx. 37"
long. Imported. Cotton/
spandex. Machine wash,
line dry. Sizes XS-XXL.
A40143  Jacquard and Black
Zip Hoodie $149

such good kitties

Someone’s been stirring up mischief, but these kitties are as innocent
as can be. Three little cats assume the classic see-no-evil, hear-no-evil,
speak-no-evil pose. Hand-painted resin figurines, approx. 3½" high.
D21033 See-No-Evil Kitties, set of three $32

NEW! Beneath the
Mantle of Winter

actual size

sea of
tranquility
celtic élan

A dash of Celtic design adds delight
to your day. Curved shoulder bag,
embossed with eternal knotwork,
is the right size to carry what
you need. Hand-made of the
finest sturdy leather, it locks with a pewter
knotwork clasp. Includes one interior zippered
pocket, and shoulder strap that adjusts up to 56".  
8¼" x 6¼", ½" deep expanding to 3". Made in USA.
B40062 Celtic Leather Shoulder Bag $125
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EXCLUSIVE! Enter an
enchanted forest, and
let your heart fly into
the mystic. Envelop
yourself in the magic
of Scottish artist Keli
Clark’s Into The Mystic
image. Intricately
woven tapestry draws
you into the entrancing
vision of the moon-lit
glade. All-cotton
washable throw is 50"
x 60". Fully finished and
backed wallhanging
is 53% cotton/47%
polyester. Hanging
available in two sizes:
26" x 36" or 35" x
53"; each comes with hanging rod and hardware. Gift wrap and rush
delivery are not available. Made in USA.
D50590 Into the Mystic Wallhanging 26" x 36" $90 | 35" x 53" $160
D50560 Into the Mystic Throw $65

A serene moon beams, her pleasant
visage a wish for sweet dreams. Carved bone
is polished to a luster and framed
in sterling silver. Pendant on 16-18"
adjustable satin cord. Ring in sizes 6-9.
Handcrafted in Bali; fair trade.
J20835 Serene Moon Pendant $45
J70043 Serene Moon Ring $40
J10583 Serene Moon Earrings $25

gaelsong.com

NEW! Trees in Winter

Under a full moon, the sky lightens behind the quiet trees of
winter, their noble forms silhouetted in the early mist. Cozy
mid-weight knit tunic enchants with the graceful forms of
winter trees. Curved hem approx. 29" long. Imported. Soft
poly/spandex; machine wash, dry flat. Sizes S-XXL.
A60216  Winter Trees Top $42

1.800.205.5790

The memory of spring flowers lingers
beneath the mantle of winter.
Embroidered blue flowers
float on the ink-blue chiffon
of this romantic top. Chiffon
front with soft sweater-knit
back and sleeves flutters
over a jersey-knit lining with
voile ruffle hem peeking
below. Enzyme-washed for
coloring unique to each
top. 30" long in back.
Viscose/silk/angora
blend; hand wash or dry
clean. Sizes S-XL. Made
in Italy.
A60275  Embroidered
Layered Top $90
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NATURAL
CONNECTION

Like a Sweater,
but Better

Love the intricate stitching of
Irish knitting, but find a sweater
too confining? This zippered
poncho is the answer! Flattering
collar, double-pull trinity-knot
zipper and handwarmer
pockets bring the best
details of sweater styling.
The airy drape of a
poncho is kept neat with
sewn sides, highlighted
with knotwork-adorned
buttons. 32" long.
100% merino wool;
hand wash. Sizes
S/M, M/L.
In Sand, Charcoal or
Kelp. Made in Ireland.
A10014  Zip Poncho
$
165

Charcoal

Kelp

Sand

The mermaid—part human,
part sea creature—unites
humanity and the natural
world. A mermaid cradles
her child, a tender moment of
universal and unconditional
love. White bronze pendant
on 18" black satin cord.
J20322 Mermaid Mother and
                Child Pendant $28

First Mate

actual size

Who holds you fast, no longer adrift
at sea? The fisherman’s knot joins two
ropes in a lasting hold; an anchor holds
a ship securely moored. Together, they
make a statement of deep and lasting
union. Sterling silver necklet adjusts 1618". Fisherman’s knot ring in sizes 6-12.
Sterling silver.
J20711 Fisherman’s Knot & Anchor
Necklet $55
J75096 Fisherman’s Knot Ring $30

actual size

ocean frolic

In the clear teal water of the ocean,
mermaids and porpoises play—their
frolic stirring arcs of bubbles and
splashes of spray. Swirls of hammered
metal in silver, turquoise and teal,
accented with sparkling crystals,
reflect the joyful movement of the
water. Hinged necklace adjusts 17-20".
J10499 Swirling Sea Post Earrings $20
J20705 Swirling Sea Necklace $35

earrings shown
actual size

The Energy of the Sea

infinite balance

A graceful mermaid swims, joyfully
arcing into a circle. A trinity knot
forms the end of her tail—a note of
balance, as the mermaid balances
the elements of water, earth and air.
Sterling silver pendant on 18" chain.
J20784 Mermaid Trinity Knot
         Pendant $30

actual size

Experience Inis: a daring, seductive
scent meant to embody the coolness,
clarity, energy and purity of the sea. Top
notes of muguet (lily-of-the-valley) and
sparkling citrus are balanced with base
notes of sandalwood and oak moss, and
deepened with spice notes of clove and
nutmeg. Suitable for women and men.
Made in Ireland.
H20010 Inis Eau de Cologne, 50 ml  $45
H20210 Inis Body Lotion, 200 ml  $25

Zipper Pull
detail

NEW! Ocean Song

a keeper

This fish won’t be the one that got away.
Decorative fish-shaped padlock is also a
puzzle—move one fin to find the keyhole, press
the eye to open. Comes with two decorated
keys. Hefty brass with a distressed antique
finish. Handmade; expect variation in
finish. Not for everyday access. 6"
long fish with ⅞" opening.
D90097 Fish
Padlock $27

actual size

NEW! Moonlight
Sparkles

earrings shown
actual size

The quiet drama of a midnight
ocean, moonlight sparkling on the gently rolling waves,
is reflected in this necklace. Multiple strands of deep blue
crystals sparkle with each subtle movement, while suspended at the center,
a dramatic luminous freshwater pearl glows. 17" long; strong magnetic
clasp. Sold as a set with coordinating latchback drop earrings.
J90009  Midnight Ocean Necklace and Earrings Set $80
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NEW! Mermaid Games

Mermaids were playing here! Diving in the water, tossing a pearl
back and forth—as the last one slips into the water, all that can
be seen is her silvery tail. Silver-tone mermaid tail jewelry with
faux pearls. Chain adjusts 18-21", dangly post earrings.
J10676  Mermaid’s Tail Earrings  $15
J20968  Mermaid’s Tail Pendant  $25

1.800.205.5790

When the wind is still and
the tide is high, wait at the
sea’s edge and listen for
the song of the mermaids.
The color of this sweater
echoes the deep blue
of the winter sea; trim
fit recalls the elegance
of the mermaid. 100%
merino wool, hand
wash. Sizes XS-XXL.
Made in Ireland. Also
in Mist Grey.
A20165  Aran V-neck
Pullover $120

Deep Sea Blue
Mist Grey
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Blessings of Peace

actual size

actual size

Stone from the very land of
Ireland—Connemara marble—
sits at the heart of this Celtic
cross, a statement of faith
solid as a rock. The arms of
the cross gleam and glitter
with marcasite, the distinctive
ring glows silver. A uniquely Irish
sterling silver pendant on 18" chain.
J30031 Connemara Marble
                Celtic Cross $85

Ending
Connection

A prayer for an angel
to watch over you,
enfolding you in
loving wings. A pair
of celestial wings, folded
peacefully over each other, offers
a loving benediction. Sterling
silver; pendant on 18" chain.
J10456 Angel Wings
                          Earrings $25
J20782 Angel Wings Pendant $60

actual size

rock of ages

NEW! Never-

the wings
of an angel

unforgettable

A wreath of blue forget-menots sparkles memorably
with blue crystals.
Delicately-tinted enameled
flowers and
leaves on brass stems.
2" diameter brooch.
J60043 Forget-Me-Nots
               Crystal Brooch $20

actual size

A never-ending band of silver
loops and intertwines to
form a Celtic cross, a reminder
that we are all one creation, deeply
interconnected with each other and
the divine. Sterling silver, on 18” chain.
J30027   Never-Ending Celtic Cross $38

Trinity

actual size

A trinity knot
centers this cross,
invoking the lasting union of
Father, Son and Holy Spirit,
shining for eternity. Sterling
silver on 18" chain.
J30017 Trinity Knot Cross $45

NEW!

Do Something Today

NEW! Initial Impression

Identify yourself as a Celtophile with these
distinctive initial pendants. Each letter is formed as
it might be in an illuminated manuscript, decorated
with a flourish of knotwork. Sterling silver, on 18"
sterling chain. Please specify letter.
J20946  Celtic Initials Pendant $36

blue horizons
Ivory
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actual size

Stay warm in the serene blue of an ocean horizon
with this cowl scarf. Fold, twist or scrunch the
super-soft merino wool, drape it around your
neck, and revel in the cozy warmth. 28"
around, approx. 17" high. 100%
super-soft merino wool;
hand wash. Made in
Ireland. In Marine
Blue; also available
in Ivory.
B30039 Cowl
Scarf $60

Today will never come again, so do
something special. Be a blessing. Be
a friend. Encourage someone. Take
time to care. Let your words heal, not
wound. Be kind, be gentle, give love.

A moment
of peace

A gentle reminder to make every day
count, in small, caring ways. Print of
iIluminated calligraphy in the style
of medieval manuscripts, by Kevin
Dillon; embellished with the artist’s
seal in wax. Double-matted in a gilded
frame with vine design, 9" x 11". Also
available as an unframed, double-matted print (8" x 10"). Made in USA.
D10009  “Today” Print in Gilded Frame $49
D10009  “Today” Print, Matted $ 28

As an angel serenely waits,
a dove of peace briefly
alights on her hand. They
share a moment of quiet
connection before the
dove takes flight.  Coldcast bronze; for indoor
use only. 5½" tall.
D20018 Sitting Angel
                 with Dove $40

St.
Patrick’s
Prayer
Bracelet

I bind to myself today: God’s
power to guide me, God’s might to
uphold me, God’s wisdom to teach me, God’s
eye to watch over me, God’s ear to hear me . . .
A moebius strip is a two-dimensional surface with only one side, a
loop that truly never ends. This bracelet has the prayer of St. Patrick
running across the entire moebius-shaped surface, a fitting homage
to the power of the infinite. Sterling silver. Made in USA.
J52180 St. Patrick’s Prayer Bracelet $120

NEW! a perfect

love &
loyalty

balance

The trinity knot, signifying
harmony and balance,
brings warmth and
comfort in this hooded
sweatshirt. Embossed
knot embellishes
this pullover,
stonewashed for
weathered color;
each will vary. Cotton/
polyester; machine wash.
Made in USA. Sizes S-XL,
2X, 3X.
A30019  Grey Trinity Knot
Hooded Sweatshirt S-XL $65;
2X, 3X $70

Heart for love, crown
for loyalty, hands
for friendship—the
elements of the
Claddagh are
presented here with
great flourish. A ring
of eternal knotwork
connects the
hands, shamrocks
decorating the
wrists and the crown. Raised plaque in bronze finish is presented in
a shadowbox framed under glass. 14¼" x 16¼". Gift wrap and rush
delivery are not available.
D10113 Bronze Claddagh Plaque $35

gaelsong.com

actual size

1.800.205.5790

seeds of love

Wherever you go, sow seeds of love. This heavy canvas satchel is in it
for the long haul, proclaiming that you carry with you carefully selected
seeds of love, product of the heart, globally sourced. Bag trimmed with
distressed leather zips closed and has one zip pocket in the flap; strap
adjusts 25-45". 13" x 10" x 5".
B40091 Seeds of Love Satchel  $80
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warm up
to plaid

Bold plaid and softest
lambswool keep you snugly
warm in one of these fringed
scarves. Mossy greens with teal
and rust have an air of tradition;
lilac and sky blue warm you
with a promise of spring. 72" x
10". Made in Ireland.
B30091 Moss Plaid
Lambswool Scarf $44
B30092 Lilac Plaid
Lambswool Scarf $44

EXCLUSIVE! The sun shines bright in the
blue sky at noon, while the stars shine
bright in the darkness of night.
You’ll shine brightly, too, in this
striking jewelry. An electric
blue moonstone is set
at the heart of each,
surrounded by fine
details crafted in sterling
silver. Pendant on 18" chain.
J10555 Sun Star Earrings $65
J20777 Sun Star Pendant $65

actual size

NEW! Full Circle

actual size

Blue Star

Dusty Teal

back

NEW! twilight

serenade

Songbirds warble a final call
at twilight, bidding farewell
to the day. In these earrings,
accented with a lilac crystal,
brushed-silver birds fly past
a disk of iridescent shell, the
violet of the evening sky.
J10655 Songbirds in a Violet
         Sky Earrings $36

Fragments of color form each
dot; the dots arrange to form a
pattern, a harmonious array
of many different colors
in unity. Circular swing
sweater features black
center and sleeves
surrounded by a
sweeping mosaic of
multi-colored knit.
Wide collar drapes
to a waterfall front,
rounded hem. Approx.
32" long center back.
Imported. Acrylic/cotton;
hand wash, dry flat. Sizes
S-XL.
A20193 Mosaic Circle
Swing Sweater  $70

Royal Purple

NEW! Friend of the Earth
We are all knit together in a bond with the
earth, water, and air. Honor the strong
bonds, keeping warm in organic
cotton. Deep purple tunic-length
sweater is knit with a radiant
diamond pattern in the
center, edged by bands
of knitting in a wheat
stitch. Rolled collar,
vented hem longer in
back, slightly flared
sleeves. Approx.
28" long. Imported.
Certified organic
cotton, with lowimpact, non-azo
dye. Machine
wash; dry flat.
Sizes XS-XL.
A20198  
Organic Cotton
Roll-Neck
Tunic $110

magnificent velvet

back

Drape yourself in purple velvet for a magnificent look and feel. Lush velvet
jacket with lavish embroidery offers drape and shimmer; knit fabric offers
easy motion. Waterfall front with no fasteners and curved hem add sweep;
28" long in back. Imported. Poly/spandex; dry clean. Sizes S-XL. In Royal
Purple; also available in muted tones of Dusty Teal.
A40101 Velvet Embroidered Jacket $140

see the world

A magnifier to show you more of the
world, a key to take you back home
again. Decorative keychain fob
opens to reveal a magnifying glass.
Sturdy keyring has clip for belt loop
or bag. 1¼" diameter. Choose Tree
of Life, Owl with dark crystal eyes,
or Snowflake.
B90029 Magnifier Keychain $18

for a rainy day

A flight of dragonflies brightens a
rainy day! In a vibrant pattern of blues
and purples inspired by Tiffany stained
glass, this umbrella folds to 12" long,
opens to 24" high, 48" across. Matching
cloth tote has zip top, one zip and one
open pocket. 19½" x 14½" x 6". Gift wrap
and rush delivery not available for tote.
B90036 Dragonfly Umbrella $30
B40054 Dragonfly Tote $40

Owl
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wild spirit

The stag embodies the wild spirit of
the forest—its power and its wisdom.
Here a stylized stag features silver
antlers entwined with trinity knots, with
the face an amethyst, a stone associated
with creativity. Sterling silver; on 18" chain.
J20726 Amethyst Stag Necklet $82

actual size

deep forest festival

The fairies of the forest have a rapport
with all the creatures of the woods,
joining their secret festivals and
gatherings. Here, a stag bedecked
with flowers, jewels and paint for a
midsummer celebration, feasts with a
fairy friend. Hand-painted; fairy wings
sparkle with crystals. 10¼" high. Rush
delivery not available.
D21116 Fairy with Stag $85

Snowflake
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Journey of the Free Spirit

9th Century Cat

Pangur Ban, my cat, and I both
Set our minds full on our work
His calling is to hunt mice
Mine is to seek out learning.
—“Pangur Ban”, 9th century
EXCLUSIVE! Thus an unknown 9th century monk took
a break from his manuscripts to pay tribute in poetry to
his beloved cat. In the style of a manuscript illumination,
knotwork enhances the form of these playful sterling silver felines.
Choose genuine garnet or peridot stones.
Pendant on 18" chain, with matching earrings.
Made in USA by James Walton.
J10350 Ninth-Century Cat Earrings $46
J21790 Ninth-Century Cat Pendant $65

the outdoor life

Stroll along a windswept
beach or through a sundappled forest, snug in
this sporty zip cardigan.
Updated take on classic
lush Aran knit adds a hood,
pockets and high-low
hem for warmth and style.
100% pure new wool;
dry clean. Sizes S-XL. In
Natural or Clover. Ireland.
A20072 Aran Zip  
                  Hoodie with
                Pockets $135

Clover

actual size

NEW! Rhiannon

Rhiannon appears by magic on a horse that none can catch unless
she allows it. Riding sidesaddle, she appears to move with slow
grace over the turf, yet she and her horse outpace all pursuers. A
magnificent depiction of legendary power and enchantment, in a
finely detailed bronze-finished statue with hand-tinted highlights.
10½" high, 11" at widest. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available.
D21124  Rhiannon Statue $89

NEW! Passage of the Sun

actual size

NEW! Off the Beaten

Path

The best journeys take
unexpected paths.
Wherever you go, this
zip moto jacket blazes a
fresh trail—zipper to one
side, collar at a distinctive
angle. When partially
unzipped, collar lies flat.
Two handwarmer pockets,
trinity knot zipper pull.
100% merino wool;
hand wash. Sizes
XS-XL. Made in
Ireland. In Rosy
Beige or Pine
Green.
A20183  
   Side-Zip Moto
   Sweater $185

A spiral marks the journey of the
sun. Triple spiral earrings reflect the
changing light as the sun passes
through the day—rosy dawn, bright
noon and golden sunset. Sterling silver.
.J10704  Tri-color Spiral Earrings  $48

UP a Lazy River

A lazy afternoon drifting on the river—watching the rabbits
row past in their walnut-shell boats. These tiny bunnies
fit anywhere you want a reminder to relax and dream.
Handpainted resin; 1¼" high. Set of 3.
D21007 Rowing Bunnies $20

NEW! Scenic Route

A meandering path is not a fast as a straight line, but why hurry? Swirling waves of
hand-painted leather and decorative stitching wind around figured brass buttons,
taking these ankle boots on a delightful style journey. Platform sole with rubber
outsole, 2" heel. Plush lining and padded insole. Leather uppers. European (U.S.)
sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42
(10½ -11). In Black or Caramel.
B70026  Winding Road Short Boots $130
Caramel

Pine Green

NEW! journey of life

NEW! Wrapped Attention

Get all wrapped up in this shimmering bracelet.
Silver chains combine with brown cord for a
bracelet of rustic elegance. Designed to wrap three
times around your wrist, fastens with knotted
loop and silvery button. 23" overall.
Triple-wraps to fit wrists 7-8½".
J50127 Silvery Wrap
        Bracelet $52

Black

Druid’s Oak

take note

Do you prefer jotting ideas on paper? Take notes with style—carry
one of these fine portfolios of top grain leather, which will last for
years. Includes standard small note pad, pen loop, large pocket
and two card pockets. You’ll actually look forward to your next
meeting! 5" x 8". Made in USA. Elegant black-enameled pen
comes gift-boxed.
C14047 Small Leather
Portfolio $95
C18010 Celtic Enameled
Ballpoint Pen $24

Sunflower
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Dragonfly

“The journey is the destination—life is a beautiful ride.” Emblazoned with
a bicycle, this bag carries a reminder to enjoy the journey of life. Made of
recycled canvas military tents. Zip top, one zip interior pocket, zip pocket in
front and one on the stencil-decorated back. 11" wide x 9½" high; leather
and canvas strap adjusts to 50".
B40136  The Beautiful Ride Bag $55

Avenue of Trees
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winter’s wonders
Tantalizing!

The enticing bloom of a dangling
flower, luring hummingbird and
bee. Leaves of fine filigree over
purple enamel open to silvery
petals in full bloom. Silver stamens
sparkle with lavender crystals
for further allure. Latchback
earhooks. Made in USA.
J10082 Silver Flower Earrings $52

actual size

NEW! Romantic
Splendor

On close examination, indeed no two snowflakes
are alike. Get a good view of winter’s
marvels with this openwork pendant,
backed by a magnifying glass—flip
it open for a clear view. Long
chain for easy use, adjusts
30-33". Silver-tone snowflakes
with faux pearls and gleaming
crystals. Also available in Tree
of Life, Owl or Spider.
J20291 Snowflakes Magnifier
Pendant $20

Tree of Life

open magnifying glass

A story of romance and elegance—
like a corsage pressed between
pages of a book of poetry.
Deeply romantic corsage pin—
deep-pink tea roses, black seed
beads, glass beads on antiqued
brass, and sparkling crystals.
Made in USA by Colleen Toland.
J60039 Tea Rose Brooch $42

actual size

NEW! remember

actual size

Owl

NEW!

Spider

Heartwarming

NEW! Snowbirds

Some birds head south for the winter, but these feathered
friends are ready for the cold! A few little songbirds—bundled in
their hats, scarves and earmuffs—enjoy the snow falling on their
tree branch. 12¼" long, 5½" high. Handpainted resin, dusted
with glitter. Rush delivery not available.
D21134 Snowbirds on Branch $38

NEW! cottage garden

EXCLUSIVE! Add beauty to any day or evening—this handcrafted
open cardigan elevates the sweater to art. Double layers of luxurious,
lightweight and warm alpaca wool are extensively and carefully handembroidered on front, back and sleeves with elegant multi-colored
garlands of flowers. Fully reversible—iris blue or black, as you wish—
like two sweaters in one. Hip length, approx. 24" long. Alpaca/acrylic;
hand wash. Sizes S-XL. Handmade in Peru, fair trade.
A20191 Reversible Cottage Garden Cardigan $225

Fairy Visions

Has the crystal ball shown this fairy
a happy future? Is she savoring a
delightful plan before consulting her
fortune? Or is she just pleased with her
new treasure? Lost in a reverie, she
sits atop a leaf, crystal ball at her
side. Hand-painted; 6" high.
D21064 Crystal Ball Fairy $22

NEW! Ballerina
Dreams

Ocean Waves

EXCLUSIVE! Spiraling waves of
silver and sparkling Swiss blue topaz
reflect the light and motion of the sea.
Sterling silver earrings handcrafted in
Bali; fair trade.
J10547 Blue Topaz
Spiral Wave
Earrings $50

Revive your ballerina dreams.
Charming slipper-style flats will have
you dancing through your day. Velvety
kid suede and polished upper sole
combine with satin ribbons for an
array of light and texture. Ribbons are
actually elastic, for comfortable fit. 1"
heel. Memory foam insole, All-Terra
traction outsole for sure footing. Size
6-10, 11. In Plum or Silvery Grey.
B70005 Ribbon-Strap Ballet
Slipper $99

TRIPLE SPIRAL CUFF
NEW! Tiny Pals

A teensy ladybug visits with a wee hedgehog—getting a
ride from her best pal. Enameled pewter box with sparkling
Austrian crystals can hold a tiny treasure, or good wishes
from a friend. 1½" long, ¾" high. Magnetic closure.
D24086 Hedgehog and Ladybug Trinket Box $20
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A symbol of remembrance, the elegant,
simple form of the poppy is here presented,
blossom and leaf, in a sterling silver pin.
J60053 Poppy Pin $45

Reverses to Black

actual size

A triple spiral, inspired by
carvings on Ireland’s
Newgrange stone, is here formed
with delicate grace. Silvery swirls
embrace the spirals to form this
airy cuff bracelet. Adjusts to fit
most wrists.
J50044 Triple Spiral Cuff $25

gaelsong.com
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Silvery Grey

Knitted cables form a chain
of hearts to sweeten this
Irish-knit pullover. Hem,
cuffs and high collar in
contrasting basket stitch
add a finishing touch.
100% super-soft
merino wool;
hand wash.
XS-XL. In
Raspberry,
Ivory or Deep
Sea Blue.
Made in
Ireland.
A20176
Heart Knot
Sweater
$
160

Raspberry

Ivory

Deep Sea
Blue
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NEW! lavish layers!

actual size

Layers of lavish adornment—a quatrefoil
with violet glass cabochon, figured
brass with dangling crystal and flourish,
shimmering iridescent twilight blueviolet disc of natural shell—combine for
earrings of exotic adventure.
J10651 Violet & Bronze
Quatrefoil Earrings $42

actual size

NEW! Irish Wishes

In an emerald-green suit, Santa
brings an Irish wish for all: the Irish
blessing “May the road rise to meet
you...” 6" tall Clothtique figure can
stand or hang on a tree.
D20045 Irish Proverb
Santa Ornament $22

NEW! Four Seasons

The four-leaved quatrefoil
embodies the strength of the four
directions and the wisdom of the
four seasons. These silver-plated
quatrefoil earrings feature leaf-like
arms reaching from a central sun.
J10703 Quatrefoil Earrings $18

Every Bead Tells a Story

Charm beads tell all about you—who you are and what you’ve
done, what you like and what you dream. From an obvious
meaning such a Scottish flag or an Irish cottage to a glass bead
in a pattern that reminds you of your best vacation, add beads to
mark the happy events in your life and tell your story.

Trinity Heart (S) Irish Cottage (T)
J93014 $70
J94028 $65

Gold-Plated
Claddagh (T)
J93016 $60

Pot of Gold (T)
J93022 $70

NEW! town and country
Autumn-colored plaid and tweed, the
essence of country living, are here
presented in up-to-date Irish style.

NEW!

NEW! Line and
Texture

Winter Light

Light the winter with
woodland charm. Jar-style
lanterns feature handpainted scenes of deer and
rabbits enjoying a quiet
snowfall. Display as they are,
or unscrew the lid and flick
the switch for a soft glow.
On rustic hangers, 5½" high.
Takes three AAA batteries (not included).
D30042 Lighted Jar—Deer $20
D30043 Lighted Jar—Bunnies $20
SAVE $4! Buy one of each for $36

The simplest design can
have the most universal
appeal. This loose-cut,
elemental top is simply
good–looking on nearly
anyone. Rib-knit bouclé
adds visual delight with
intriguing texture. A-line
shape curves slightly
at the hem. Drapes
remarkably, fitting a
spectrum of sizes. Lowcut armholes; meant to
be worn layered over a
fitted top. Approx 29"
long. Imported. Acrylic;
hand wash. One size fits
up to 24. In Heathered Plum
or Salt & Pepper.
A50176 Heathered
Tunic $60
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Grey Leggings

Enamel
Shamrock (T)
J93026 $75

The earthy colors of the
autumn woods inspire
the muted, varied shades
of this scarf. Soft merino
wool, polyamide, and kiss of
cashmere. Loomed in Ireland.
9" x 64". Shown in Autumn; see
page 8 for other colors.
B30057 Irish Islands
Scarf $60

Celtic Cross (T)
J93015 $75

Scotland (T)
J93013 $85

Wool plaid wraps around this
stylish purse. Satin lined, with
one zippered and two open
interior pockets, and one
zip outer pocket. Handbag
handles plus removable
shoulder strap. Faux
leather. 5" x 11" x 11" high.
B40035 Autumn
Plaid Bag $148

Salt & Pepper
Tunic

You’ll want to spend all winter in these
delightful leggings. Fleece lined for
sensational softness and warmth.
Wide ribbed waistband and ribbed
cuffs, intriguing chevron stripe texture.
Imported. Polyester/spandex; hand
wash. Sizes S/M, L/XL. In Plum or
Grey.
A70037 Fleecy Textured
Leggings $24

Brimmed cloche hat in plaid
features a contrasting brim with
two plaid buttons. Satin-lined.
One size, with inner drawstring
to adjust fit.
B10123 Autumn Plaid Hat $60

Shamrock Glass (T)
J93029 (Purple) $45

NEW! something for everyone

Combining menswear-style wingtips with feminine strappy open-sided
design, these ankle boots have something for everyone. Vegan leather
blends with faux suede for a pleasing medley
of texture. Boots feature velcro fasteners
behind decorative buckle straps, memory foam
footbed and All-Terra traction soles. Whole and
half sizes 6-10, 11. In Brown or Black.
Black
B70015 Strappy Wingtip Ankle Boots $70

gaelsong.com

Pint of Stout (T)
J93053 $65

Trinity Knot (S)
J94003 $35

Claddagh (S) Tree of Life “Family” (S) Birthstone Bead
(specify month)
J94027 $55
J94026 $55
J93051 $75

Newgrange (T)
J93052 $45

Raven (C)
J95007 $45

J50017	Sterling Silver Starter
Bracelet (beads not
included) $129

Thistle (C)
J95004 $55

Cat (C)
J95005 $50

Owl (C)
J95006 $60

Bracelet
shown at
3/4 actual
size.

The Best of Celtic
Keepsake Beads
GaelSong has chosen the best designs from leading Celtic bead collections—Tara’s
Diary, Solvar and Carousel. All beads are sterling silver and have large holes,
compatible with Pandora bracelets and other major brands. Selected beads are
accented with 14k gold plating or enamel. See bead prices, codes and collections
above: (T) Tara’s Diary; (S) Solvar; (C) Carousel.
Beads are designed to be strung on specially-made bracelets. Our sterling silver
bracelet is 7½" long, plus 2" extension. You will need at least ½" extra length to allow
room for the beads. Beads are not included on starter bracelet.

1.800.205.5790
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